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DEFENSE LOGISTICS AGENCY 
HEADQUARTERS 

8725 JOHN J. KINGMAN ROAD 
FORT BEL VO IR, VIRGINIA 22060-6221 

NAR 1 B 2013 

This is in response to your October 30, 2012 appeal of the Headquarters (HQ), Defense 
Logistics Agency (DLA), full denial of your April 22, 2012 FOIA request for a copy of DLA 
Audit DA0-10-07, "Enterprise Audit Related to Nuclear Weapons Related Material (NWRM)," 
(September 30, 2010). HQ DLA withheld DLA Audit DA0-10-07 in full under 5 U.S .C. 
§552(b)(3), federal statute (specifically 10 U.S.C. §128), with portions also withheld under 
5 U.S.C. §552(b)(6), personal privacy, and 5 U.S.C. §552(b)(7)(E), techniques and procedures 
for law enforcement. Specifically, your appeal concerns the withholding in full under 5 U.S.C. 
§552(b)(3). 

I have reviewed your appeal, the provisions of 10 U.S.C. §128 (which applies to special 
nuclear materials), and the records at issue. The contents of DLA Audit DA0-10-07 pertain to 
NWRM, which is a category of material that does not include special nuclear materials. 
Therefore, I have reversed the initial determination to withhold the document in full under 
5 U.S.C. §552(b)(3) and 10 U.S.C. §128. 

However, I am sustaining withholding portions of the audit pursuant to both 5 U.S .C. 
§552(b)(6), personal privacy, and 5 U.S.C. §552(b)(7)(E), techniques and procedures for law 
enforcement investigations. Exemption 6 protects information about individuals when 
disclosure of such information would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal 
privacy. Therefore, we have withheld the signatures of all DLA personnel and the names of 
DLA employees below the directorate level. See Yelder v. DOD, 577 F. Supp. 2d 342, 346 
(D.D.C. 2008). Exemption (7)(E) protects information that would disclose guidelines or 
techniques for law enforcement investigations and/or prosecutions that could reasonably be 
expected to risk circumvention of the law. Exemption (7)(E) also allows for withholding "the 
names of databases" where the name of the database could be used to "facilitate improper 
access" to it. See Asian Law Caucus v. United States Dep't of Homeland Sec., 2008 U.S. Dist. 
LEXIS 98344 (N.D. Cal. Nov. 24, 2008). Further, exemption (7)(E) protects "information 
relating to an analysis of safety procedures." See Voinche v. FBI, 940 F. Supp. 323, 332 
(D.D.C. 1996). Therefore, we have withheld information related to policies and procedures for 
sensitive property accountability (i.e., weapons), information related to analysis of safety 
procedures, and the names of databases used for NWRM product management. 



This is the final decision of this Agency. If you disagree with this decision, you may 
seek judicial review in the United States District Court in the district where you are located, 
where the requested information is located, or in the United States District Court for the District 
of Columbia. 

Sincerely, 

Enclosure: 
As stated 



DLA Accountability Office 

Enterprise Audit Related to Nuclear 
Weapons Related Material (NWRM) 

Audit Report: DA0-10-07 September 30, 2010 
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Executive Summary 
Audit Report DA0-10-07 

September 30, 2010 

Enterprise Audit Related to Nuclear Weapons Related Material 

Results 

What DA Found 

The Report of the Secretary of Defense Task Force on DoD Nuclear 
Weapons Management Phase I: The Air Force's Nuclear Mission, 
September 2008, directed DLA to transfer wholesale dish"ibution 
responsibilities for Nuclear Weapons Related Material (NWRM) assets 
to the United States Air Force (USAF). DLA conducted the initial 
transfer of NWRM assets to USAF from 5 January 2009 through 10 
December 2009. 

This audit examined the controls surrounding the transfer of NWRM 
assets to USAF from November 2009 through March 2010. We found 
that DLA successfully transferred all assets identified by USAF as 
NWRM as of 31 December 2009, to USAF NWRM Storage Facilities; 
however, controls were not always in-place to mitigate the risks 
associated with NWRM management. Specifically, we determined that: 

• Agreements and instructions were in draft during the transfer 
ofNWRM. 

• DLA managers who were accountable for the NWRM transfer 
were not formally trained on proper handling and transfer 
procedures. 

• Consistent guidance on NWRM h·ansfer documentation was 
not distributed to distribution centers and employees handling 
NWRM. 

• Policies for NWRM record retention were not developed. 

• 

• Systemic controls to monitor and archive data changes within 
Query Management Facility (QMF) are not in place. 

Additionally, follow-up results showed that corrective actions have not 
been completed for all recoq\Illendations addressed to DLA in previous 
NWRM audit reports. 

As additional National Stock Ntunbcrs (NSN) continue to be identified 
as NWRM, the deficiencies identified in this report will present 
significant risks to DLA. 
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Why DA Did this Review 
The DLA Accountability Office's 
(DA) Final Interim Report on the 
DLA Transfer of NWRM to USAF 
and the DLA NWH.M Red Team's 
Final Report identified areas where 
management oversight for the 
transfer of NWRM cou Id be 
improved. Although corrective 
actions were taken for some of these 
recommendations, the accountability 
of NWRM stored in DLA facilities 
continues to be an area of risk for 
DLA. 

As approved in the DLA DA FYlO 
Enterprise Audit Plan, we conducted 
an audit of controls over the process 
of receiving, handling, and 
transferring of NWRM and 
performed follow-up testing for 
corrective actions taken as a result of 

Our audit objectives were to 
determine _whether: (1) adequate 
controls were in place to ensure 
positive inventory control and to 
document transfer of ownership 
from DLA to USAF, (2) newly 
identified NWRM was properly 
tracked, secure\l, and handled at all 
DLA depots, (3) risks around the 
shared copy of the DSS are limited, 
(4) corrective actions from DA's 
Transfer of NWRM to the USAF 
Audit Report and the ULA Red Team 
Re rt have been taken. 

This report contains 12 
recommendations addressed to DLA 
J-3/ 4, DLA J-6, and DLA 
Distribution. Our recommendations 
are intended to strengthen controls 
surroWlding NWRM management 
within DLA and to develop NWRM 
document retention procedures that 
align with GAO standards. 



DEFl!:NSE 1...,0GISTJCS AGENCY 
HEAJJtiUJ\RTEl~S 

8725 ~Jot-IN J, KINGMAN ROAD 
FORT BE'.LVOIR1 VIRGINIA 20060-6221 

September 30, 2010 

MEMORANDUM FOR DIRECTOR, DLA LOGISTICS OPERATIONS (J-33); 
DIRECTOR, DLA INFORMATION OPERATIONS (J-6); 
DEPUTY DIRECTOR, DLA DISTRIBUTION 

SUBJECT: DA Final Report: Enterprise Audit Related to Nuclear Weapons Related 
Material 

This is the final report on the enterprise audit related to Nuclear Weapons Related 
Material (NWRM). It includes the results of our audit related to NWRM Management. 

We examined the controls surrounding the h·ansfer of NWRM assets to USAF from 
Novernber 2009 tlu·ough March 2010. We found that DLA successfully transferred all 
assets identified by USAF as NWRM as of 31 December 2009, to USAF NWRM Storage 
Facilities; however, contrnls were not always in-place to mitigate the risks associated 
with NWRM management. 

Additionally, follow-up results showed that corrective actions have not been completed 
for all reconunendations addressed to DLA in previous NWRM audit reports. 

This report contains recornmendations addressed to DLA senior leadership to 
strengthen controls for NWRM. We requested and obtained comments from 
Management. Management generally concmred with our reconunendations and their 
cornments are included throughout the report. 

We appreciate the coul'tesies and coopcratio11 extended to us during the audit. Por 
additional information about this report, contnctltb)(6> · Jatft?){(S) ~r 
email n~[b){B) I 

-r·) 1 
(I 17 

BRIDGET A. SKJOLDAL 
Staff Dit'cctor, Audit Division 
DLA Accountability Office 
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INTRODUCTION 

OBJECTIVES, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY 

The DLA Accountability Office (DA) conducted an enterpl'ise audit to evaluate the internal 
controls over the process of receiving, handling, and transferring of Nuclear Weapons Related 
Material (NWRM). Our audit consisted of four audit objectives. 

To determine whether adequate controls were in place to ensure positive inventory control and 
to document transfer of ownership from Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) to the United States 
Air Force (USAF), we: 

• Obtained, reviewed, and analyzed current draft DLA and DLA Distribution agreements 
and instructions to gain an understanding of the NWRM transfer process. 

• Interviewed persm:mel from DLA Distribution at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, to 
determine the depot level transfer procedures. · 

• Reviewed and analyzed all transfer documentation for NWRM initially transferred from 
DLA Distribution at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, to USAF from November 2009 to 
December 2009. 

To ensure newly identified NWRM was pl'operly tracked, secured, and handled at DLA depots, 
specifically DLA Distribution at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, and DLA Dish'ibution at Hill, Utah, 
we: 

• Obtained, reviewed, and analyzed current draft DLA and DLA Distribution agreements 
and instructions to gain an understanding of DLA's responsibilities for newly identified 
NWRM. 

• Reviewed supporting documentation for DLA actions taken in response to newly 
identified NWRM. 

• Reviewed and analyzed all transfer documentation for newly identified NWRM 
transferred from DLA Distribution at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, and DLA Distribution 
at Hill, Utah, from the newly identified NWRM lists published by USAF on 15 December 
2009, and 31 December 2009. 

Audit Rel.tied lo Nude.\r Weapons Related P..Ltlerlal (DAO·ll).07) 
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To ensure risks around the shared copy of the Distribution Standard System (DSS) are limited, 
we: 

• Interviewed DLA Information Operations CT-6) personnel to gain an understanding of the 
process for granting system access to USAF personnel and reviewing audit logs. 

• Reviewed system access request fOl'ms to ensure that all DLA requirements for system 
access were met and that level of access granted was appropriate based on USAF job 
responsibilities. 

• Reviewed USAF user profiles within DSS to determine if system access granted was 
relevant to their job responsibilities. 

To perform follow-up testing to ensure corrective actions from the DLA DA Transfer of NWRM 
to the USAF Audit Report and the DLA Red Team RepOl't have been taken, we: 

• Obtained supporting documentation to verify that each corrective action was completed. 

• Reviewed supporting documentation to ensure that the corrective action appropriately 
addressed the associated cause and mitigated the risk. 

BACKGROUND 

On 20 March 2008, DLA learned that four MK-12 assemblies were incorrectly shipped to the 
Goverrunent of Taiwan. As a result of this incident, several reviews were conducted to improve 
controls of NWRM throughout the Department of Defense (DoD). The Report of the Secretary 
of Defense Task Force on DoD Nuclear Weapons Management Phase I: The Air Force's Nuclear 
Mission, September 2008, directed DLA to h·ansfer wholesale distribution responsibilities for 
NWRM assets to the USAF. 

As a result, DLA began the initial transfer of NWRM assets from DLA Distribution at Hill, Utah, 
to USAF on 5 January 2009. As approved in the FY09 Audit plan, DLA DA conducted an 
assessment of the initial NWRM transfer process and issued the Final Interim Report on the 
DLA Transfer of NWRM to USAF on 18 August 2009. This report contained 14 
recommendations directed to DLA for corrective actions to improve the NWRM management1 

process. 

' NWRM niana11c111cnt refers to the re<:eivi11g. handling, processing, and transferring of NWRM. 

Audit Related to NudHr We.tJ>Ons Itelated MalcdaJ (DA0-10-07} 
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On 6 July 2009, NWRM was found in a USAF managed kit undergoing routine repackaging at 
the DLA Distribution at Barstow, California. In response to this discovery, the DLA Director 
established a DLA NWRM "Red Team" of subject matter experts to review NWRM guidance 
and identify potential risks in current DLA policies and procedures. The DLA Red Team issued 
a final report on 5 August 2009, with 39 recommendations to USAF and DLA for corrective 
actions to further improve NWRM management within DLA. 

To complete the initial transfer of known NWRM assets as published by USAF on 5 February 
2009, DLA began transferring assets from DLA Distribution at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, to 
USAF on 2 November 2009. After the h·ansfer of NWRM assets, as defined by USAF, was 
complete on 10 December 2009, USAF identified additional assets for transfer in updated 
NWRM lists created on 15 December 2009, and 31December2009. In response to these updated 
lists, DLA performed the management functions identified in the draft Memorandum of 
Agreement (MOA) between DLA, USAF, and the Defense Threat Reduction Agency (DTRA) on 
NWRM Management dated 12 January 2010, that were designed to ensure assets were properly 
communicated, tracked, secured, and handled. 

As approved in the DLA DA FY10 Enterprise Audit Plan, we conducted an audit of controls 
over the process and design of receiving, handling, and transferring of NWRM and performed 
follow-up testing for corrective actions taken as a result of previous audit reports. This report 
includes recommendations, as appropriate, for DLA senior leadership to strengthen controls for 
NWRM. 

Audit Relo11IC'd to Nudt.v Weapons Related M.alerlal (UAO·J.6.-07) 
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RESULTS, RECOMMENDATIONS, AND CONCLUSIONS 

RESULTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

In this section, we discuss these seven areas related to NWRM: 

• Agreements, Policies, and Procedures 
• Training 
• Transfer Documentation 
• Responsive Actions for Newly Identified NWRM 
• Distribution Standard System 
• Query Management Facility 
• Other Observations 

AGREEMENTS, POLICIES, AND PROCEDURES 

Finalized guidance documenting conh·ols for handling and transferring of NWRM was not 
available when personnel were conducting the transfe1· of NWRM from DLA storage facilities to 
USAF NWRM Storage Facilities. According to the Under Secretary of Defense Memorandum 
on NWRM dated 16 October 2008, defense agencies were required to include handling 
procedures for NWRM in their policies within 180 days of the date the memorandum was 
signed. Although DLA developed draft agreements and instructions to establish roles and 
responsibilities for the handling and processing of NWRM, we found that instructions and 
agreements were not available when personnel were conducting the transfer of NWRM to 
USAF. This occurred because of delays in the coordination process within DLA and between 
DLA, USAF, and DTRA. As a result, responsible DLA managers may not have completed all 
required steps for the NWRM transfer. 

Memorandum of Agreement 
The MOA between DLA, USAF, and DTRA was drafted to document the understanding of all 
functional areas related to the long-term management of NWRM. It was further intended to 
govern the major actions for the overall management of NWRM, including asset identification, 
visibility, physical inventory, and transportation. 

During our audit, we reviewed the 11 Ul revision of the draft MOA dated 12 January 2010. We 
found that the draft MOA established on-going NWRM management responsibilities for USAF, 
DLA, and DTRA. Additionally, the draft MOA provided high level guidance for the transfer of 

Aud.II Related to NudHJ' \Vl.'.tpons Related Matetl.tl (DA0·1G-0'1) 
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NWRM from DLA storage locations to USAF NWRM Storage Facilities and established the 
requirement for a documented joint USAF/ DLA bare item inspection/ inventory to validate the 
National Stock Number (NSN) and serial number at the time of transfer. 

After the conclusion of our fieldwork, the MOA remained in draft. This occurred because the 
coordination efforts and input required for the MOA from USAF and DTRA took longer than 
expected. As a result, the MOA was not finalized during the transfer of NWRM to USAF from 

. I 

November 2009 to January 2010 and DLA managers who were accountable for NWRM were 
unable to ensure that the NWRM transfer was conducted and completed in accordance with the 
applicable agreement. 

Recommendation 1 (J-3/4) 

Finalize and implement the MOA between the DLA, USAF, and DTRA that documents the 
process for handling and transferring NWRM. 

Management Comments 

The DLA Logistics Operations concurs with our recommendation and state that the MOA is 
being aggressively worked. 

Evaluation of Management Comments 

DLA Logistic Operations comments were responsive. 

DLA NWRM Instruction 
The DLA Instruction on NWRM Management was developed to incorporate NWRM 
management requirements identified in the Under Secretary of Defense Memorandum on 
NWRM dated 16 October 2008, into DLA policy. 

We reviewed the draft DLA Insh·uction on NWRM Management dated January 2010, and found 
that this instruction: 

• Outlines the communication process for USAF to provide updates to DLA on the 
NWRMlist. 

• Assigns DLA NWRM management responsibilities identified in the draft MOA to DLA 
Logistics Information Service, DLA Disposition Services, and DLA Distribution. 

Audit Relaled lo N11elear We.apons Relallld M•terlal (DAO·t0-07) 
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• Tasks DLA Distribution to develop standard operating procedures, training programs, 
and concepts of operations for the identification, inspection, storage, transfer, and 
retention of records for NWRM transactions. 

• Tasks DLA Disposition Services to develop standard operating procedures for the 
disposal of NWRM. 

The DLA Instruction on NWRM Management was not finalized at the conclusion of our field 
work and did not reference the "joint AF /DLA checklist" identified as a requirement in the 
draft MOA between DLA, USAF, and DTRA. This occurred because DLA J-3/ 4 was tasked 
with coordinating the development of the MOA documenting NWRM management 
responsibilities and there have been delays in the coordination process. As a result, finalized 
DLA NWRM instructions were not available to DLA employees responsible for handling and 
processing NWRM. 

Recommendation 2 (J-3/4) 

Implement the DLA NWRM Instruction that establishes roles and responsibilities for 
procedures identified in the MOA between DLA, USAF, and DTRA for the management of 
NWRM. 

Management Comments 

Concur. The DLA Logistics Operations noted that the DLA Instruction 1501 was posted as 
guidance on April 4, 2010. 

Evaluation of Management Comments 

DLA Logistic Operations comments were responsive. The DLA Instruction 1501, NWRM 
Management, was finalized after the conclusion of the audit. 

Recommendation 3 (J-3/4) 

Reference the "joint AF/DLA checklist" in the finalized DLA Instruction on NWRM 
Management. · 

Management Comments 

Concur. The DLA Logistics Operations will ensure a reference to the joint AF /DLA NWRM 
induction checklist will be included in the first annual revision of the Instruction. 

Audlt ltcLiled tu NudeAr Weapons Related Matedal (DA0-10-07) 
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Evaluation of Management Comments 

DLA Logistic Operations comments were responsive. 

DLA Distribution NWRM Instruction 
The DLA Distribution Instruction on Handling and Processing NWRM was created to provide 
DLA Distribution personnel with a set of comprehensive instructions on processing and 
handling of NWRM within the distribution centers functional areas. Based on our review of the 
draft DLA Distribution Instruction on Handling and Processing NWRM, we found that the 
instruction contains procedural requirements identified in the Under Secretary of Defense 
Memorandum on NWRM dated 16 October 2008, and the draft DLA Instruction on NWRM 
Management dated 15 December 2009. 

As required by the Under Secretary of Defense Memorandum, we found that the draft DLA 
Dish·ibution instruction included procedural instructions for: 

• Handling and processing of NWRM including transportation steps for a Report of 
Shipment (REPSHIP), receiving steps to positively identify suspected NWRM, packaging 
steps to verify NWRM prior to closure, and receipt steps to input a serial number. 

• Providing training to DLA Distribution employees that could potentially handle NWRM 
to take awareness training within 60 days of assignment to DLA and annual refresher 
training. 

As required by the draft DLA Instruction on NWRM Management, we found that the draft DLA 
Distribution insh·uction directed DLA Distribution employees to: 

• Input NWRM NSNs in U1e DSSj~<b_)(t)(_e_) _______ __,jtable. 

• Identify additions and deletions to updated NWRM lists. 

• Research DSS for NWRM NSNs and notify distribution centers with NWRM assets in 
storage. 

• Rewarchousc NWRM into classified storage facilities and freeze the warehouse location 
to prevent further movement. 

• Coordinate with USAF to ensure a dual bare item verification of NSNs and serial number 
for NWRM prior to h·ansfer. 

Audit Related lo N11de.u Wt.ipons Related MatcrW (DA0-11Ml7) 
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However, DLA Dish'ibution was waiting for the DLA Insh·uction on NWRM Management to be 
finalized and issued prior to issuing the DLA Distribution Instruction. 

Although the draft DLA Dish·ibution Insh·uction on Handling and Processing NWRM dated 24 
September 2009 was aligned with applicable guidance, the instruction does not reference the 
"joint AF /DLA checklist" identified as a requirement in the draft MOA between DLA, USAF, 
and DTRA. This occurred because the draft DLA Dish·ibution Insh·uction references the DLA 
Instruction on NWRM Management, which also does not specifically reference the required 
"joint AF/DLA checklist" and has not been finalized. As a result, the DLA Distribution 
Instruction on Handling and Processing NWRM has not been finalized and distributed to 
distribution centers. 

Recommendation 4 (DLA Distribution) 

Implement the DLA Distribution Instruction on Processing and Handling NWRM that 
documents the required actions at the functional level for NWRM. Implementation includes 
distributing the DLA Dish'ibution Instruction to all depots. 

Management Comments 

Concur. The DLA Distribution issued the Instruction on Processing and Handling NWRM to all 
DLA Distribution locations on April 28, 2010. 

Evaluation of Management Comments 

DLA Distribution comments were responsive. DLA Distribution issued the final DLA 
Distribution Insh·uction on Processing and Handling NWRM after the conclusion of our audit. 

Recommendation 5 (DLA Distribution) 

Reference the "joint AF/DLA checklist" in the finalized DLA Distribution Instruction on 
Handling and Processing NWRM 

Management Comments 

Concur. The DLA Distribution Instruction on Processing and Handling NWRM includes 
actions to be taken when the USAF updates the official NWRM list and states that we will 
perform 11a bare DLA-AD joint dual inspection of newly identified items to include completion 
of a NWRM Transfer Checklist for each asset. 11 

Evaluation of Management Comments 

Audit Related to N11drar '"'eapoiu l\el•led M;aterlat (DA0-10-07) 
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DLA Distribution comments were responsive. However, the checklist needs to be included in 
the Instruction. 

TRAINING 

DLA personnel performing NWRM transfer actions at DLA Distribution at Hill, Utah, and DLA 
Distribution at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, were not provided formal training for handling and 
processing NWRM. 

The Under Secretary of Defense Memorandum on NWRM dated 16 October 2008, requil'es that 
Defense Agencies develop training courses on the detailed procedures for NWRM and that 
employees handling NWRM receive refresher h·aining at least annually. 

During our audit, we interviewed personnel conducting NWRM transfer actions at DLA 
Distribution at Hill, Utah, and DLA Distribution at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, and reviewed 
email conespondence between DLA Distribution and distribution centers storing NWRM. We 
determined that DLA Distribution directed distribution centers to treat NWRM as classified 
material and to jointly inspect NWRM assets with USAF as part of the transfer process; 
however, formal training was not provided. 

Formal h·aining was not developed because detailed instructions on NWRM transfer 
procedures were still in draft at the time of the transfer. In place of formal training, DLA 
Distribution relied on the experience of onsite DLA Distribution Program Managers to guide 
the transfer process. Onsite DLA Distribution Program Managers provided depot employees 
with on-the-job training that consisted of a high-level walk through of the NWRM transfer 
process prior to the initial NWRM transfer at both DLA Distribution at Hill, Utah, and DLA 
Distribution at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. Additionally, personnel at DLA Distribution at 
Hill, Utah, were provided reference documents that detailed the systemic NWRM transfer and 
outlined the required documentation needed to successfully complete the transfer process. 
Reference documents were not provided to personnel at DLA Distribution at Oklahoma City, 
Oklahoma. 

DLA Distribution personnel responsible for systemically transferring NWRM and documenting 
the transactions were not provided with the same level of guidance and were not completely 
aware of how to properly document the transfer process. As a result, transfer documentation 
was inconsistent. This could result in DLA not being able to provide appropriate 
documentation to support the transfer if an NWRM asset came into question. 

Audit Related to Nuck.u Weapons Relah:d Material (JlA0-10-07} 
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Recommendation 6 (DLA Distribution) 

Develop and conduct annual formal training on the NWRM procedures after they are finalized. 
The training records should be documented and maintained. 

Management Comments 

DLA Distribution does not routinely handle NWRM. Detailed Distribution Process training 
manual for the Storage and Handling of Classified Materiel has been developed and provided 
to employees that may handle classified material. The next version of the Classified Training 
will include an appendix identifying the proper handling procedures for NWRM. 

Evaluation of Management Comments 

DA acknowledges that USAF is primarily handling NWRM and few NWRM assets are handled 
by DLA Distribution; however, DLA Distribution employees should be trained on how to 
handle the NWRM assets if any are mistakenly sent to DLA depots. 

TRANSFER DOCUMENT A TI ON 

As part of the transfer of NWRM assets from DLA to USAF, the distribution depot completed 
transfer documentation packages. The transfer documentation packets should include a DSS 
Active Unique Item Identifier (Ull) by Owner /Location screen print, rewarehousing label, 
completed checklist with appropriate DLA and USAF signatures, UII identification sheet, and a 
signed DLA Form 27, which documents the chain of custody. 

During the audit, we reviewed h'ansfer documentation for all 2,200 NWRM assets initially 
identified by USAF for transfer at DLA Dish'ibution at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, and eight 
types of discrepancies were identified. Specifically, of the 2,200 assets transferred, we noted: 

• 737 did not have the Active Ulls by Owner/Location DSS screen print indicating 
systemic transfer of the asset. 

• 5 checklists missing a USAF signature/ date. 

• 4 checklists missing a DLA supervisor signature. 

• 3 DLA Form 27's missing a rewarehousing control number. 

• 1 unavailable checklist. 

Audit Related lo Nurk.itWeapons Related Material (DA0-10-07) 
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• 1 checklist with incomplete fields. 

• 1 checklist with the incorrect date. 

• 1 DLA Form 27 with a misstated quantity which affected 21 assets. 

As a result of asset re-identification and the updated NWRM lists published by USAF on 15 
December 2009, and 31 December 2009, 2 additional NWRM assets at DLA Distribution at 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, and 106 assets at DLA Distribution at Hill, Utah, were identified for 
transfer. 

We reviewed the transfer documentation for the entire population of 108 newly identified 
NWRM assets. No further discrepancies were noted at DLA Distribution at Oklahoma City, 
Oklahoma; however, 2 types of discrepancies were identified for transfer documentation at 
DLA Distribution at Hill, Utah. Of the 106 assets transferred by DLA Distribution at Hill, Utah, 
we noted: 

• 89 checklists were missing a DLA supervisor signature, however were signed by a USAF 
supervisor. 

• 13 did not have the Active Ulls by Owner/Location or equivalent DSS screen print 
indicating systemic transfer of the asset. 

According to the United States Government Accountability Office (GAO) Standards for Internal 
Control in the Federal Government publication in November 1999, the section on Appropriate 
Documentation of Transactions and Internal Control states, "all transactions and other 
significant events need to be clearly documented, and the documentation should be readily 
available for examination." 

Discrepancies in NWRM h·ansfer documentation occurred because formal training was not 
provided to personnel conducting the NWRM transfer at DLA Distribution at Oklahoma City, 
Oklahoma, and DLA Distribution at Hill, Utah. Additionally, although desktop procedures 
were created and provided to DLA Distribution at Hill, Utah, these procedures were not 
provided to DLA Dish'ibution at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, because DLA Distribution left the 
handling process at the discretion of each depot and an onsite DLA Distribution Program 
Manager. 

As discrepancies were identified at DLA Distribution at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, and DLA 
Dish'ibution at Hill, Utah, supervisors were notified and actions were taken to correct the 
discrepancy where appropriate; however, not all discrepancies could be corrected at DLA 
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Distribution at Hill, Utah. Evidence of the Active UIIs by Owner/Location or equivalent DSS 
screen print indicating systemic h·ansfer of the assets was not provided for 13 assets. Without 
proper documentation, DLA may be held accountable for these assets. 

Recommendation 7 (DLA Distribution) 

Finalize and implement NWRM instructions that include procedures to clearly document the 
physical and systemic shipment/ transfer of NWRM assets to USAF for any future transfers. In 
addition, they should provide consistent insh·uctions to all depots for handling and processing 
NWRM. 

Management Comments 

The DLA Distribution Instruction on Processing and Handling NWRM was issued to all DLA 
Distribution locations on April 28, 2010 and includes actions necessary when shipping and/ or 
h·ansferring NWRM assets to the USAF. 

Evaluation of Management Comments 

The DLA Distribution comments were responsive. The DLA Distribution Insh·uction on 
Processing and Handling NWRM was published after the conclusion of fieldwork. 

RESPONSIVE ACTIONS FOR NEWLY IDENTIFIED NWRM 

The draft DLA Instruction on NWRM Management dated January 2010, assigns DLA NWRM 
management responsibilities as identified in the draft MOA on NWRM Management dated 12 
January 2010, to DLA Logistics Information Service, DLA Disposition Services, and DLA 
Distribution. Although the DLA Instruction is in draft, DLA J-33 sent in an email, detailed 
instructions on required actions identified in the draft instruction to DLA Logistics Information 
Service, DLA Disposition Services, and DLA Distribution in response to the 15 December 2009 
update of the NWRM list by USAF. The email sent to DLA Logistics Information Service, DLA 
Disposition Services, and DLA Distribution contained action items required to be completed in 
response to USAF publishing an updated list of NWRM NSNs. 

Once an updated NWRM list is sent to DLA from USAF, the draft DLA instruction and DLA 
J-33 email both identify 11 required actions for DLA Logistics Information Service, DLA 
Disposition Services, and DLA Distribution and 1 action for J-33 to complete. For example, 
these required actions include DLA Dish'ibution running a query of all NWRM storage locations 
and quantities, DLA Logistics Information Service performing interchangeability and substitute 
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check, applying an NWRM indicator in Federal Logistics Information System (FLiS) to all 
identified NWRM NSNs, and DRMS running a query of the Management Information 
Distribution and Access System (MIDAS). Of these 11 required actions for DLA Logistics 
Information Service, DLA Disposition Services, and DLA Distribution, 2 are contingent upon 
NWRM being stored at DLA facilities and 1 is contingent upon DLA Logistics Service receiving 
requests from DLA J-3/ 4, DLA Distribution, and DLA Disposition Services for a data pull from 
FLIS on NWRM NSNs. 

During the audit, we reviewed email correspondence and interviewed personnel responsible for 
completing the 11 DLA NWRM management actions for DLA Logistics Information Service, 
DLA Disposition Services, and DLA Distribution. Although DLA personnel stated that actions 
were taken and completed in accordance with DLA J-33 instruction, system generated data was 
not consistently maintained to support the stated actions. DLA personnel relied on email 
correspondence to provide the deliverable actions, which included summaries of system
generated data in the text of email without always retaining source documentation. 

According to the United States GAO Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government 
publication in November 1999, the section on Appropriate Documentation of Transactions and 
Internal Control states, "all h·ansactions and other significant events need to be clearly 
documented, and the documentation should be readily available for examination." 

Of the 11 possible actions taken by DLA Logistics Information Service, DLA Disposition 
Services, and DLA Distribution in response to the NWRM list published on 15 December 2009, 
we were only provided with adequate supporting documentation for 2 of the 11 actions. 
Additionally, adequate supporting documentation was not available from DLA Logistics 
Infol'mation Service, DLA Disposition Services, or DLA Distribution for any of the 11 actions 
taken in response to the NWRM list published by USAF on 31 December 2009. As a result, we 
were unable to validate that all required actions for~ newly published list were executed and 
completed. · 

This occurred because a NWRM record retention policy has not been developed by DLA J-3/ 4 
as recommended in Recommendation 14 of the DLA NWRM Red Team Report issued on 5 
August 2009. As a result, DLA Logistics Information Service, DLA Disposition Services, and 
DLA Distribution did not retain supporting documentation for their actions. Therefore, DLA 
does not have a complete audit h·ail of the required actions taken for NWRM. 

Recommendation 8 0~3/4) 

Develop and implement a DLA NWRM record management policy that requires the retention 
of all supporting documentation for NWRM actions as noted in the Red Team Report, 
recommendation 14. 
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Management Comments 

The DLA Logistics Operations concurs with our reconunendation and will coordinate with J-1 
to ensure the records management policy is updated. 

Evaluation of Management Comments 

DLA Logistic Operations comments were responsive. 

DSS 

The draft MOA between DLA, USAF, and DTRA version 11 dated 12 January 2010, states that 
USAF will operate under a shared copy of DSS to manage NWRM inventory at DLA 
Distribution at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, and DLA Distribution at Hill, Utah, until a separate 
USAF copy of DSS is established. The draft MOA further states that USAF will assume all 
accountability for NWRM; J 

System Access 
USAF personnel are granted access and have user accounts established within DSS to perform 
their job functions including receipting, stowing, and shipping NWRM assets. Within the 
shared copy of DSS, USAF personnel have the ability to edit and update DLA data within D55. 
The USAF accounts arc created by DLA Information Operations, J-6N. J 

(b}(1}(E} 

For an account to be established in DSS, a DD Form 2875, System Authorization Access Request 
(SAAR) is re uircd to be com lcted and include a ro riate si atures prior to the creation of 
an account. < i){1)(E) 

'--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_J 
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The DLA Distribution System Access Policy and Procedures, dated January 2009, states in 
section 4.1.1.1 Access Requirements, "Personnel requiring access to a system or network must 
submit a DD Form 2875 for each system or application required, to the appropriate Information 
Assurance Officer (IAO)/Terminal Area Security Officer (T ASO) for validation and forwarding 
to J-6N Access Managers: Requester's name, Supervisor or, for non-DLA Distribution users, 
data owner signature, Access permissions requested-request must be specific, generic requests 
for access will be returned nnprocessed." Section 4.1.2 states, 11The data owner for DSS is the 
DLA Distribution J-3. 11 

National Institute of Standards and Technology {NIST) Special Publication (SP) 800-53, 
Recommended Security Controls for Federal Information Systems and Organizations, states 
Control AC-6, "The organization employs the concept of least privilege, allowing only 
authorized accesses for users (and processes acting on behalf of users) which are necessary to 
accomplish assigned tasks in accordance with organizational missions and business functions. 11 

This occurred because USAF OSS user profiles I 

(b)(7)(~-------------------' 
f there are an excess number of USAF 

L-~~~~~-:-~-:--~~~~~~~~~~--1 

accounts created without proper approval it can lead to an access conh·ol environment where 
users have unnecessar access to DSS or eater access ri hts than re uired to erform their 'ob 
fnnction. 

(b)(7)(E) 

Recommendation 9 (J-6 and DLA Distribution 1-3) 

Ensure that USAF DSS accounts are created in accordance with the DLA Distribution System 
Access Policy and Procedure. 
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Management Comments 

J-6 noted that the USAF is responsible for creating DSS accounts for the DSS standalone copies 
implemented in June/July 2010. USAF DSS accounts established on DLA DSS copies are 
approved and routed in accordance with DLA Distribution System Access Policy and 
Procedure. 

DLA Distribution noted that all USAF requests for DSS are routed through and approved by 
DLA Distribution J3 prior to J6 providing requested access. USAF DSS (separate copy) has been 
established and the USAF will now be responsible for creating all user accounts. 

Evaluation of Management Comments 

The DLA Information Operations comments were responsive. 

Transportation Accountability 
Although DLA has transferred all known NWRM assets identified by USAF as of 31 December 
2009 to USAF NWRM Storage Facilities, DLA may retain accountability for NWRM shipped 
under a shared copy of DSS. 

During the audit, we interviewed DSS subject matter experts and reviewed the Defense 
Transportation Regulation (DTR) - Part II and the draft MOA between DLA, USAF, and DTRA 
version 11 dated 12 January 2010. 

{b)(7){E) 

According to the DTR - Part II, Chapter 201, /1 the TO will provide efficient, responsive, and 
quality transportation services within the assigned Area of Responsibility (AOR) and ensure 
compliance with governing laws, directives, systems or programs, and regulations for cargo, 
passenger, personal property, and unit moves." Additionally, DTR - Part II, Chapter 205 
requires that NWRM be transported under Transportation Protective Service and addressed the 
responsibilities of the TO in regards to NWRM shipments. For NWRM shipments, the TO is 
responsible for conducting advance shipment planning, notifying the consignee in advance of 
shipment, routing shipments, releasing shipments, and receiving shipments. 

The draft MOA requires that USAF will assume accountability for NWRM. Under the shared 
copy of DSS currently in use at DLA Distribution at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, and DLA 
Distribution at Hill, Utah, all NWRM functions are performed by USAF personnel at a USAF 
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NWRM Storage Facility. To transport NWRM/ 

This occurred because the draft MOA between DLA, USAF, and DTRA for NWRM 
Management version 11 dated January 12, 2010, was intended to be a long-term agreement 
between DLA, USAF, and DTRA and it designates long-term NWRM management 
responsibilities. / 

(i>)(7)(E} 

Recommendation 10 (1~6) 

Implement a separate copy of DSS for USAF to manage NWRM. 

Management Comments 

The USAF standalone copy of DSS was implemented l(b){7)(E) I 
l(b}(7)(1?} )June 28, 2010 and July 11, 2010, rcspect..,..iv-e-:-ly-. -------------' 

Evaluation of Management Comments 

The DLA Information Operations conunents were responsive. 

QUERY MANAGEMENT FACILITY 

Query Management Facility (QMF) is a query tool for interfacing with the relational database 
management system (i.e., DSS) that allows programmers and analysts to read, update, insert, 
and delete DSS data. Currently, when changes are required to be made to NWRM or classified 
data(i.e., Inventory balances), there is a policy and manual process in place. The 
implementation of the policy was tested and appears to be working; however, systemically 
there is nothing in place that captures the changes that are being made or to 
systemically archive the changes. Testing of the implementation included looking at changes 
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that had been made to QMF and ensuring adequate documentation was completed in 
accordance with the policy and was being maintained. 

J-6N has been researching available orions for systemically capturing QMF changes. J-6N had 
researched a productJCb)(7)(E) . lowever that was providing more of a Systems 
Management Facilities (SMF) type log that includes actions tracked bylfb)(ti(f) lit potentially 
included too much additional information for j-6N to capture and analyze. Currently, J-6N is 
workin witl b)(l)(E) pilot project for an additionatl(b)(7)(E) lQuer Monitorl<b}(7}(E) I 
(b)(7)(E) Based on information J-6N has received (b)lll ~) how all 
actions performed and it coJlects trace (ia~, s ccificall who made changes to the data as well 
as where and when the changes were made. )(7 E) h·ack, analyze, and report on access and 
changes madtj(b){7)(E) jdata. 

Department of Defense Instruction (DODI) Number 8500.2, dated February 6, 2003 on page 58, 
section ECCD-2 Changes to data states, 11Access and changes to the data are recorded in 
transaction logs that are reviewed periodically or immediately upon system security events. 11 

J-6 has implemented a QMF Policy that must be followed for NWRM and Classified data 
changes, which mitigates the risk; however, due to the fact that this is manually performed 
there may still be risks without a systemic tool in place. J-6 is in the process of researching 
available options for systemically monitoring and archiving data changes within QMF; 
however, a tool was not selected and implemented. 

Without a tool in place to systemically monitol' the changes, there is an increas~d risk of 
unauthorized modification, destruction, or disclosure of DSS data stored within the database. 

Recommendation 11 0-6) 

Obtain and implement a systemic audit tool to capture and archive QMF changes. 

Management Comments 

The DLA Information Operations concurs with intent. Analysis led to pilo ,..(b_,... ____ _....~-. 
Qucr Monitor is current! bein r utilized to ca ture and archive QMF activit 

(b)(71CE) 

20, 2010, and June 18, 2010, respectively. 

Evaluation of Management Comments 

The DLA Information Operations comments were responsive. 
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Recommendation 12 {J-6) 

Ensure there is a monitoring and review process in place to monitor the QMF changes after 
implementation of the systemic tool. 

Management Comments 

The DLA Information Operations concur with our recommendation. 

Evaluation of Management Comments 

The DLA Information Operations comments were responsive. 

OTHER OBSERVATIONS 

Throughout the course of the audit, additional areas of risk were identified. Some of these risks 
had been previously identified in the Red Team Report and continue to remain an area of 
concern. 

Item Identification 
According to the Red Team Report, there remains a risk around accurate identification of an 
item as NWRM, including proper Controlled Item Invento1y Code (CIIC) and Demilitarization 
{DEMIL) code. This had been the root cause for the incident at DLA Distribution atl~b>C78E) · 1 
!'b){'l){E) I 

During our fieldwork, there were instances where NWRM assets were identified in courtesy 
storage and NWRM that hnd been assigned local stock numbers. When updated NWRM lists 
were published by the USAF, assets with these conditions were not identified as NWRM assets 
within DLA custody as they were not systemically systematically recorded in DSS by proper 
NSN. The assets were later identified and special situation reports (SITREPS) had been 
completed and issued. Additionally, USAF has issued two additional lists of newly identified 
NWRM after the 15 Decembe1· 2009 was published. 

DA suggests that an inventory be performed at depots that historically had custody of NWRM 
assets as this may identify additional NWRM assets that are maintained in courtesy storage or 
under local stock numbers. 
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Dual Cataloging 

According to the Red Team Report, "Master item information for NWRM resides in two 
different catalogs; the DLA Federal Logistics Information System (FLIS), and the DTRA Nuclear 
Inventory Management and Catalog System (NIMACS)." As noted in the Red Team Report, 
"DLA employees and systems do not have appropriate access to the data in the NIMACS 
catalog. Minimum data required are: NSN, Source of Supply (actual), Unit of Issue, CIIC, 
DEMIL, and Item Name (actual). Lack of this data prevents DLA personnel from properly 
identifying items as NWRM and processing them in accordance with the appropriate stringent 
controls. This issue will continue for the USAF running DSS as well as for DLA when the DLA 
Disposition Services moves from the DLA Disposition Services Automated Information System 
(DAISY) automated information system to the Enterprise Business System (EBS)/DSS 
architecture." 

During fieldwork, it was noted that when a new NWRM list is published, only FLIS can be 
updated appropriately and not all NWRM assets will be included, thus creating a risk that a 
total population is not included between FLIS and NIMACS. 

Inventory Adjustments 
After the USAF published the updated NWRM list on 15 December 2009, while DLA 
Distribution at Hill, Utah, was performing their bare item inspection prior to transferring 
identified NWRM to the USAF NWRM Storage Facility, two storage crates were opened and 
were missing the appropriate assets. 

A SITREP was created and included details that personnel would be conducting research to 
better understand the cause of the empty crates. According to the transaction histories and 
inventories performed, the assets should have been bare item inspected during inventory 
performed in August 2008. According to the requirements of the inventory that was performed 
by a contractor, these assets should have been opened and bare item inspected. The conclusion 
was that the USAF item manager believed the assets had been used in an USAF Glory Mission 
and the crates shipped to DLA empty and could be removed from the inventory of DLA and 
NWRM assets. 

The end result was that the receipt transaction from 2006 was then cancelled to bring the 
balance of assets to zero. There was no supporting documentation to support the Item 
Manager's conclusion. The bill of lading and shipping documents were provided and the dates 
do not match to when DLA received the assets. 

DA suggests that further research be performed, including a formal causative research package 
and appropriate approval be obtained prior to transactions being cancelled to mitigate the risk 
of transactions being cancelled or inventory being adjusted without proper supporting research 
being pc1·formcd. 
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DLA continues to face additional risks while continuing to handle NWRM, especially each time 
USAF publishes an updated list. DLA has taken actions to establish controls to handle NWRM 
assets now after a new list is published, however there remains a risk of the assets not being 
identified as new lists are published. Specifically, as noted previously, when local stock 
numbers and courtesy storage are utilized at the depots this increases the risk of NWRM being 
maintained by DLA when it should be h·ansferred to USAF. 

Additionally, kits which include multiple assets, are identified as a single NSN, but the contents 
of the kits are not clearly documented within DSS. As new NWRM is identified, it is difficult 
for DLA to identify if any NWRM assets exist within the kits, thus a risk remains with DLA that 
these assets will not be removed timely and transferred to USAF. 

CONCLUSION 

DLA successfully transferred all known NWRM assets as of 31 December 2009, to USAF NWRM 
Storage Facilities; however, internal conh·ols were not always in-place to mitigate the risks 
associated with NWRM management. During our audit, we determined that: 

• Agreements and insh·uctions were in draft during the transfer of NWRM at DLA 
Distribution at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, and DLA Distribution at Hill, Utah. 

• DLA managers who were accountable for NWRM were not formally trained on proper 
handling and transfer procedures. 

• Consistent guidance on NWRM transfer documentation was not distributed to 
distribution centers. 

• Policies for NWRM record retention were not developed . 

• 
(b)(7)(E) 

• Systemic controls to monitor and archive data changes within QMF are not in place. 

Although DLA has successfully h·ansferred all known NWRM as identified by USAF on 31 
December 2009, additional NSNs continue to be identified as NWRM by USAF. As a result, the 
deficiencies identified in this report will present significant risks to DLA as newly identified 
NWRM items are transferred to USAF. 
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DA has made 12 recommendations directed to DLA J-3/ 4, DLA J-6, and DLA Distribution in 
order to improve NWRM management. A summary of these recommendations can be found in 
Appendix A. 
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VALIDATION RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 

VALIDATION RESULTS 

In this section, we discuss validation results for corrective actions taken in response to the 
following reports: 

• Final Interim Report on the DLA Transfer of NWRM to USAF, DA0-09-10 

• DLA NWRM Red Team Final Report 

Objective four of the NWRM Transfer Audit was to perform follow-up testing on 
recommendations made to DLA J-3/ 4, DLA J-6, DLA Disposition Services and DLA 
Distribution that were originally issued as part of the DA Final Interim Report, Defense 
Logistics Agency Transfer of Nuclear Weapons Related Material to the United States Air Force, 
dated 18 August 2009 and the Defense Logistics Agency NWRM Red Team Final Report, dated 
5 August 2009. 

Testing was performed to ensure corrective actions had been fully implemented and the 
associated risks had been mitigated. We validated corrective actions on 14 recommendations 
from the DA Final Interim Report related to policies, management and systemic weaknesses 
surrounding the transfer process of NWRM assets from DLA to USAF. We validated corrective 
actions on 29 recommendations from the Red Team Report related to policies, memorandums of 
agreement with the USAF, and systemic weaknesses related to the b·ansfer and future handling 
of NWRM by DLA. 

Final Interim Report on the DLA Transfer of NWRM to USAF 

From January 2009 through April 2009 DLA DA performed an audit of the interim NWRM 
h·ansfer process at DLA Distribution, Hill, Utah, and DLA Distribution at Oklahoma City, 
Oklahoma. The objectives of the audit were to: 

• Determine whether controls ensured that all NWRM assets stored in DLA Dish·ibution 
warehouses were identified and transferred timely to USAF. 

• Observe the transfer process to ensure there was an agreement between DLA and USAF 
over material physically transferred and that the corresponding documentation was 
current, accurate, and complete. 
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Although DLA Distribution at Hill, Utah, and DLA Distribution at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 
successfully transferred NWRM as identified by USAF on 5 February 2009 to USAF, DA found 
instances where process guidance and management oversight for the NWRM inventory transfer 
could have been improved. Management agreed and where possible took responsive actions 
during the course of the audit. 

At the conclusion of fieldwork, known NWRM assets were scheduled to remain in DLA storage 
facilities until the completion of an NWRM Storage Facility at Tinker Air Force Base, Oklahoma 
City, Oklahoma. As a result, DA made 14 recommendations to improve the management of 
NWRM within DLA and reduce identified risks. 

Results were reported to DLA in the Final Interim Report on the DLA Transfer of NWRM to 
USAF, DA0-09-10, issued on 18 August 2009. · 

Recommendation 1 

Emphasize to personnel working NWRM h·ansfer the importance of current, accurate, and 
complete documents. 

Follow-up Results 
DLA Distribution addressed this recommendation by sending an email to the Commanders of 
DLA Distribution at Hill, Utah, and DLA Distribution at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, on 8 June 
2009. This email emphasized the importance of ensuring that NWRM checklists were accurate 
and requested that a person be assigned to randomly review the completed checklists for 
accuracy and completeness. This met the intent of the initial recommendation. 

DLA DA recommends closing the NWRM Final Interim Report Recorrunendation 1 as DLA 
Distribution has emphasized to personnel handling NWRM the importance of complete 
documentation. However, additional documentation errors were identified during testing. 
Refer to Recommendation 7, in Results and Recommendations above. 

Recommendation 2 

Develop a record retention procedure so that the co-signed checklists are maintained for at least 
5 years after completing the transfer of all NWRM assets (classified and unclassified) and are 
scanned electronically. 
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Follow-up Results 
An MOA was developed between DLA Disrribution and the DLA Document Services which is 
what DLA Distribution is utilizing as procedures for NWRM documentation retention and 
ensuring that it is maintained electronically. 

Under the terms of the MOA, DLA Document Services is responsible for developing and 
maintaining a DLA Distribution NWRM Electronic Document Management System in .its initial 
configuration indefinitely and ensuring that DLA Dish'ibution will have access to the system via 
the Internet for the storage and retrieval of its documents. DLA Document Services is also 
responsible for the pickup, scanning, Quality Assurance (QA), and indexing of all DLA 
Distribution NWRM documents to a digital format. 

DLA Distribution is responsible for providing DLA Document Services with funding and 
providing files so that documents can be scanned and indexed properly. 

Although this plan satisfies the intent of the recommendation, NWRM documentation was not 
scanned and available electronically at the conclusion of our fieldwork. Therefore, DLA DA 
recommends leaving NWRM Final Interim Report Recommendation 2 open until the current 
plan is implemented. 

Management Comments 

DAPS completed the scanning of documentation and establishment of the web site for 
retrieving after conclusion of the audit. The DLA Dish·ibution considers this action closed. 

Evaluation of Management Comments 

The DLA Distribution comments were responsive. 

Recommendation 3 

Perform oversight of the NWRM transfer documentation process, for example by assigning 
personnel to randomly check documentation to ensure that it is current, accurate, and complete. 

Follow-up Results 
DLA Dish'ibution issued a requirement on 8 June 2009, to both DLA Dish'ibution at Oklahoma 
City, Oklahoma, and DLA Dish'ibution at Hill, Utah, to have someone assigned to randomly 
review completed checklists for completeness and accuracy during NWRM transfers. 

During a site visit to DLA Dish·ibution at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, the week of 7 December 
2009, we observed a DLA Distribution at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, supervisor reviewing 
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NWRM transfer documentation for completeness and accuracy as assets were transferred to 
USAF. Version 6 of the NWRM fransfer checklist was used for the transfer of NWRM and 
contained an area for a DLA Depot Supervisor signature. Of the 2,200 checklist examined at 
Distribution at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, 2,196 checklists were signed confirming that a 
review had occurred. 

Jn addition, we reviewed 106 DLA Dish'ibution at Hill, Utah, transfer documentation packets, 
including checklists associated with the NWRM transfer at DLA Distribution at Hill, Utah. 

All 106 checklists at DLA Distribution at Hill, Utah, were completed and signed by a supervisor 
from either the USAF or DLA Distribution at Hill, Utah, to indicate that a review of the 
documentation had been performed. A DLA Supervisor did not sign 89 of the checklists; 
however, the USAF supervisor that reviewed the documentation ensured all transfer 
documentation was complete. 

As a result, we conclude that oversight of the NWRM transfer documentation process was 
performed at both DLA Distribution at Hill, Utah, and DLA Dish'ibution at Oklahoma City, 
Oklahoma, satisfying the intent of the recommendation. 

DLA DA recommends closing the NWRM Final Interim Report Recommendation 3. 

Recommendation 4 

Remind and emphasize to the centers that they comply with existing guidance which directs 
any NWRM inventory discrepancy be reported to DLA Distribution immediately. Further, they 
should determine if contractor operated sites are in compliance with NWRM inventory variance 
reporting. If necessary, develop conh'act modification to ensure NWRM inventory variance 
reporting complies with DLA NWRM policy. 

Follow-up Results 
DLA Distribution addressed this recommendation in a 8 June 2009 email to the Commanders of 
DLA Distribution at Hill, Utah, and DLA Dish·ibution at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. This email 
reminded Commanders that all NWRM discrepancies need to be reported immediately to DLA 
Distribution as stated in the Office of Secretary of Defense (OSD) Memorandum on NWRM 
that requires approval for any NWRM adjustment regardless of classification or dollar value. 

During the course of this audit, two potential inventory discrepancies were identified at DLA 
Distribution at Hill, Utah. DLA Distribution at Hill, Utah, communicated these potential 
inventory discrepancies through SITREPS to the DLA Dish'ibution Command Control Center. 
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As a result, we conclude that DLA Dish·ibution reminded DLA Distribution at Oklahoma City, 
Oklahoma, and DLA Distribution at Hill, Utah, of the requirement to notify DLA Distribution 
of potential NWRM inventory discrepancies and DLA Distribution at Hill,.Utah, appropriately 
notified DLA Dish'ibution of potential discrepancies as they were identified. 

DLA DA recommends closing the NWRM Final Interim Report Recommendation 4~ 

Recommendation 5 

Dfrect the NWRM centers to manage its frustrated inventory utilizing DSS so that at any point 
in time management can be apprised of all the frustrated items and where they are. 

Follow~up Results 
In their initial comments to Recommendation 5, DLA Distribution J~3 stated, "When this 
vulnerability was identified, immediate action was taken to ensure any frustrated NWRM assets 
were clearly identified as frustrated, placed in a segregated location and DSS record updated 
with the actual physical location. This is now standard practice for any frustrated NWRM 
asset." 

During a site visit to DLA Distribution at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, the week of 7 December 
2009, we observed the frustrated inventory process for NWRM. During this process, frustrated 
NWRM was rewarehoused into a designated frustrated location and tracked in a spreadsheet. 
The spreadsheet noted the NSN, comments, quantity, condition code, NWRM number, date the 
asset became frustrated, date notified, date resolved, and the current location of the asset. After 
the spreadsheet was updated, the location of each asset was updated in DSS and subsequently 
frozen to prevent further movement. 

To validate the frush·ated material process at DLA Distribution at Hill, Utah, we interviewed 
the DLA supervisor overseeing the transfel' pmcess and l'eviewed supporting documentation. 
DLA Distribution at Hill, Utah, stated that frustrated material was rcwarchouscd into a 
frusb.·ated location ·within DSS and b,'acked in a spreadsheet. The DLA Distribution at Hill, 
Utah, spreadsheet notes the local NSN, nomenclature, quantity to be transferred, the actual 
NSNs, and the frustrated status of the item. DLA Distribution was able to provide supporting 
documentation for individual assets that were frustrated and managed in DSS; however, we 
were not able to observe the process due to the expedited time frame of the transfer of newly 
identified NWRM at DLA Distribution at Hill, Utah. 

Additionally, the DLA Dish'ibution Insh·uction on Handling and Processing NWRM does not 
include details on the how to systemically manage frustrated inventory. 
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As a result, we were unable to definitively conclude that frush·ated NWRM was managed 
appropriately in DSS at DLA Distribution at Hill, Utah. 

DLA DA recommends that NWRM Transfer Interim Report Recommendation 5 remain open 
until DLA Distribution has updated and implemented their instruction to include the process 
for handling frustrated inventory. 

Management Comments 

The DLA Distribution Instruction on Processing and Handling NWRM was issued to all DLA 
Distribution locations on April 28, 2010 and includes procedures for handling frustrated 
materiel. 

Evaluation of Management Comments 

The DLA Distribution comments were responsive. The DLA Distribution Instruction on 
Processing and Handling NWRM was finalized after the conclusion of the audit. 

Recommendation 6 

Using the DLA Distribution at Hill, Utah, model, J~3/ 4 and DLA Distribution should develop 
management reports indicating when items were frush·ated, why they were frustrated, and who 
needs to take action. 

Follow-up Results 
For the NWRM transfers that DA reviewed during this audit, both the DLA Distribution at 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, and DLA Distribution at Hill, Utah, utilized an excel spreadsheet to 
track frustrated material. 

DLA Distribution at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma1s, tracking spreadsheet noted the NSN, 
comments, quantity, condition code, the NWRM number, date the asset became frustrated, date 
notified, date resolved, and the current location of the asset. 

DLA Dish'ibution at Hill, Utah's, tracking spreadsheet noted the local NSN, Nomenclature, 
quantity to be transferred, the actual NSNS, and the frustrated status of the item. 

Although DLA Distribution at Hill, Utah's, h'acking spreadsheet contains less information than 
DLA Distribution at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma's, tracking spreadsheet and does not include a 
field for the date the item was frustrated, we conclude that the excel spreadsheets used by both 
DLA Dish'ibution at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, and DLA Dish·ibution at Hill, Utah, satisfy the 
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intent of the recommendation to appropriately track the status of frustrated inventory and 
recommend closing the NWRM Final Interim Report Recommendation 6. 

Recommendation 7 

Elevate through appropriate senior level channels to request a final demilitarization list and 
schedule within 30 days or .a waiver to the MOA so that all assets can be transferred to the 
USAF regardless if they expect to demilitarize the assets. 

Follow-up Results 
DLA Distribution received disposal orders for the remaining NWRM requiring demilitarization 
and shipped the material to the Consolidated Demilitarization Facility, Tucson, Arizona, in 
October 2009. DA examined the NWRM process for demilitarization at DLA Distribution at 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, as part of the DA audit of NWRM Demilitarization Process and 
Controls, DAO 10-02. As a result, we conclude that all disposal orders for NWRM were 
processed prior to the announcement of this audit and that identified NWRM items would be 
transferred to a USAF N~ Storage Facility. 

We reviewed NWRM transfer documentation for all assets initially identified as NWRM as of 5 
February 2009 at DLA Dish·ibution at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, and for assets identified as 
NWRM on the 15 December 2009, and 31 December 2009, NWRM lists provided to DLA by 
USAF to confirm that identified assets were appropriately h·ansferred from DLA to an Air Force 
NWRM Storage Facility. 

Following the transfer of known assets identified as NWRM as of 31 December 2009, 
we obtained a QMF listing of all known NWRM assets at DLA Distribution at Oklahoma City, 
Oklahoma, and DLA Distribution at Hill, Utah, to confirm that all of these assets were 
h·ansferred. 

As a result, based on the review of the QMF report, we conclude that all known NWRM 
assets as of 31 December 2009, were transferred to USAF and the intent of the recommendation 
was satisfied. 

DLA DA recommends closing the NWRM Final Interim Report Recommendation 7. 

Recommendation 8 

Write a policy letter to DLA Distribution at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, and a letter to the USAF 
stating that when the Tinker Positive Invent01y Control (PIC) facility is ready for transfer that 
the dual bare-item inspections be redone real-time prior to the h·ansfer actions as done by DLA 
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Dish·ibution at Hill, Utah, and as directed by the signed MOA. Further, DLA Distribution 
should prnvide formal NWRM transfer guidance oversight to DLA Distribution at Oklahoma 
City, Oklahoma, for the transfer. 

Follow-up Results 
An MOA between DLA, USAF, and DTRA was drafted to document the understanding of all 
functional areas related to the long-term management of NWRM. The draft MOA provided 
high level guidance for the h·ansfer of NWRM from DLA storage locations to USAF and 
established the requirement for a documented joint USAF /DLA bare item inspection/ inventory 
to validate the NSN and serial number at the time of transfer. 

Although this MOA was drafted during the NWRM transfer at DLA Distribution at Oklahoma 
City, Oklahoma, DLA Dish·ibution appointed an onsite Program Manger to oversee the transfer 
process and bare item inspection of NWRM. 

During our onsite fieldwork at DLA Distribution at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, the week of 7 
December 2009, we observed USAF and DLA Distribution personnel performing bare-item 
inspections as part of the transfer process. 

Following the transfer of NWRM assets, we reviewed all NWRM transfer documentation at 
DLA Distribution at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, to verify that personnel documented the dual 
bare-item inspection and found no exceptions. · 

Therefore, we conclude that dual bare-item inspections occurred during the h·ansfer process at 
DLA Distribution at Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, meeting the intent of the recommendation and 
recommend closing the NWRM Final Interim Report Recommendation 8. 

Recommendation 9 

DLA J-6 should develop and implement a standardized procedure for review, update, insert, 
and delete actions within QMF to ensure the actions are appropriate and authorized. 

Follow-up Results 
The DLA Information Operations, J-6N QMF Policy and Procedure dated July 2009 was 
distributed to DLA Distribution Commanders on 26 October 2009. 

We reviewed the procedure and determined that QMF actions for NWRM assets require a 
complete NWRM Record Adjustment via Query Management Facility Request Form signed by 
the Commander or Deputy Conunandel', DLA Dish'ibution. The procedure further states that 
approved request forms and supporting screen shots of QMF actions should be signed a DLA 
Distribution J-3 and DLA J·6N personnel to indicate that QMF actions are complete. 
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Additionally, the procedure requires that a hard copy of all documentation, including 
supporting screenshots signed by DLA Dish'ibution J-3 and DLA J-6N personnel, be maintained 
in an audit file for a minimum of two years. 

During our audit, we obtained supporting documentation for the two NWRM QMF changes 
that were submitted. Within each of the packets of supporting documentation, we noted: 

• Complete NWRM Record Adjustment via Query Management Facility Request Fotms 
with approval signatures fromJ-3 and the DLA Dish·ibution Commander/Deputy. 

• Notation indicating that QMF actions were complete with signatures from DLA J-6N and 
DLA Distribution J-3. 

• Screenshots with signatures of the appropriate DLA Distribution J-3 and DLA J-6N 
personnel. 

As a result, we conclude that DLA J-6N has developed and implemented a QMF policy and 
procedure which was distributed to DLA Distribution Commanders, Directors, and Deputies at 
the DLA Distribution depots. 

DLA DA recommends closing the NWRM Final Interim Report Recommendation 9. 

Recommendation 10 

DLA J-6 should work with DLA Distribution to develop an auditable process for using QMF to 
update, delete, and insert DSS data. 

Follow-up Results 
The DLA Information Operations, J-6N QMF Policy and Procedure dated July 2009 was 
distributed to DLA Distribution Commanders on 26 October 2009. 

We reviewed the procedure and noted that all requests for QMF changes of DSS records require 
a Classified or NWRM Record Adjustment via Query Management Facility Request Form with 
the approval of the Commander or Deputy Commander, DLA Distribution. The procedure 
states that all supporting documents for QMF adjustments must be maintained in an audit file 
for a minimum of two years. DLA J-6N and DLA Distribution rely on the QMF Record 
Adjustment Request Form as their auditable records for adjustments made using QMF. 

During onsite fieldwork at DLA Distribution on 20 January 2010, QMF Adjustment Request 
Forms for each QMF adjustment were made available. To ensure that the J-6N analysts 
responsible for conducting QMF adjushnents were aware of the requirements of the QMF Policy 
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and Procedure, the policy was posted on the DLA Distribution Internal intranet on 18 August 
2009, and follow-up email guidance was distributed from the J-6N Division Chief. 

To ensure that J-6N analysts were aware of the requirements for QMF adjustments, we selected 
a sample of J-6N analysts responsible for making QMF adjushnents and interviewed them to 
assess their understanding of the policy. We found that each J-6N analyst interviewed was 
aware of the requirements for NWRM QMF adjustments. 

As a result, we conclude that DLA J-6N has developed and documented a process for ensuring 
that Record Adjustment Request Forms are used and approvals are obtained by the DLA 
Distribution Commander/Deputy to ensure changes within QMF are authorized and approved. 

DLA DA recommends closing the NWRM Final Interim Report Recommendation 10. 

Recommendation 11 

DLA J-6 should re-evaluate users with access to QMF to validate the number of users with read, 
update, insert, and delete access to QMF. 

Follow-up Results 
During onsite fieldwork at DLA Dish·ibution on 20 January 2010, we interviewed the J-6N 
Division Chief to determine if the list of QMF users with read, update, insert, and delete access 
had been reviewed. 

The J-6N Division Chief re-evaluated the QMF access list during the first quarter FY10 to ensure 
that only users with job functions requiring read, update, insert, and delete access were granted 
the appropriate QMF privileges. 

During our audit, we reviewed the supporting documentation fol' the first quarter FY10 QMF 
user access re-certification. Supporting documentation showed that a list of QMF users was 
created for the quarterly review and that the J-6N Division Chief requested that QMF users with 
unnecessary access be removed from the QMF access list. 

On 20 January 2010, we reviewed an updated list of QMF users and determined that requests to 
remove QMF users had been complete. 

As a result, we conclude that DLA J-6N has re-evaluated the users with update, insert, and 
delete access to QMF. DLA J-6N has determined that performing a quarterly review provides 
assmance that users who no longer need access are being removed or downgraded to rea.d 
only. 
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DLA DA recommends closing the NWRM Final Interim Report Recommendation 11. 

Recommendation 12 

DLA J-6 should develop and implement procedures requiring QMF user lists be reviewed 
periodically to identify and remove users that do not need update, insert, and delete access as 
part of their job function. 

Follow-up Results 
The DLA Information Operations, JM6N QMF Policy and Procedure dated July 2009 requires that 
the DSS Operations Chief perform a review of QMF user access to ensure that access to update, 
insert, and delete functions in QMF is only granted to users that require access to perform their 
job responsibilities. 

The J-6N Division Chief recertifies user access to QMF on a quarterly basis by requesting a QMF 
access listing for users with update, insert, and delete privileges from the Defense Information 
System Agency (DISA). J-6N analysts and DISA personnel are the only users with a 
requirement for update, insert, and delete privileges. To complete the reMevaluation, the J-6N 
Division Chief reviews the QMF access list and determines if identified users still require 
update, insert, and delete privileges to complete their job functions. Requests are then made to 
remove all users without a direct need for update, insert, and delete access. 

During our audit, we reviewed the supporting documentation for the first quarter FY10 QMF 
user access recertification. Supporting documentation showed that a list of QMF users was 
created fo1· the quarterly review and that the JM6N Division Chief requested that QMF users with 
unnecessary access be removed from the QMF access list. 

On 20 January 2010, we reviewed an updated list of QMf users and determined that requests to 
remove QMF users had been complete. 

As a result, we conclude that DLA J-6N has developed and implemented a procedure requiring 
QMF users with update, insert and delete privileges to be reviewed and updated quarterly. 

DLA DA recommends closing the NWRM Final Interim Report Reconunendation 12. 

Recommendation 13 

Develop an internal process to h·ack NWRM misdirected shipment events and notify repeat 
offenders. Write a letter to the Air Force Materiel Command Directorate of Logistics, 
AFMC/ A4, requesting assL'itance in getting USAF shippers to send NWRM to concct DODAAC 
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locations. Finally, develop procedures covering proper handling of NWRM inventory 
misdirected to and received by DLA warehouse personnel. 

Follow-up Results 
In their initial comments to Recommendation 13, DLA Distribution J-3 stated that it is standard 
practice for DLA Distribution depots to track misdirected shipments and notify offenders 
thmugh a Transportation Discrepancy Report (TOR). 

During our audit, DSS records show that DLA Distribution depots did not receive misdirected 
NWRM. 

As a result, we were unable to conclude whether TDRs were filed for rnisdil'ected NWRM; 
however, DLA Distribution previously issued instructions to distribution centers on 6 February 
2009, indicating that NWRM should be handled in accordance with the policies and procedures 
for classified material. DLA Distribution classified instructions state that shipment 
discrepancies should be reported using a TOR during the Off Load and Tally process for 
receipts. Additionally, the draft DLA Distribution NWRM Instruction, restates that NWRM 
should be handled in accordance with classified procedures and further instructs employees to 
process TDRs for material inappropriately shipped to DLA. 

Supporting documentation for TDRs confirms that TDRs are currently being submitted and 
maintained on file by DLA Distribution employees working in classified warehouses.' 

As a result, we conclude that an internal process is in place to track misdirected shipments 
through TD Rs. Because DLA Distribution issued instructions for depots to treat NWRM as 
classified material and classified instructions direct employees to document shipment 
discrepancies by using the TDR, we conclude that the intent of the recommendation was met. 

DLA DA recommends closing the NWRM Final Interim Report Recommendation 13. 

Recommendation 14 

DLA Distribution should re-evaluate the list of approving "supervisors" for each depot and 
limit the list to a reasonable number of approving "supervisors" as determined by DLA 
Distribution. Additionally, periodic reviews should be done to identify and remove users that 
do not require access as part of their job function 

Follow~up Results 
During onsite fieldwork at DLA Distribution on 20 Janual'y 2010, DLA Dish'ibution stated that a 
list of approving supervisors for each depot was received from J-6N and reviewed in December 
2009. DLA Distribution, however, was unable to provide DA with a copy of the approving 
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supervisor list that was reviewed or documentation indicating that a review of the list was 
performed as required by the Appropriate Documentation of Transactions and Internal Control 
Section of the GAO Standards for Internal Contl'ols in the Federal Government, November 1999 
publication. 

As a result, we were unable to conclude that a periodic review was conducted. 

This occurred because a policy documenting the DLA record management schedule for NWRM 
documentation for significant events has not been developed. 

DLA DA recommends that NWRM Transfer Interim Report Recommendation 14 remain open 
until periodic reviews of the approving supervisor lists are appropriately documented. 

Management Comments 

The review was conducted however documentation was not retained and available to provide 
to the DA Audit Team. ICW J6, J3 conducts periodic reviews of system access and removes 
access that has not been used for six months the1·efore, we believe this risk is satisfactorily 
mitigated. 

Evaluation of Management Comments 

The DLA Distribution comments were responsive. 

Defense Logistics Agency NWRM Red Team Report 

The DLA Chief of Staff, under the dil'ection of the DLA Director established a NWRM Red 
Team that was comprised of senior level subject matter experts (SME) from all relevant function 
and technical organizations at DLA HQ, DLA Dish'ibution, DLA Disposition Services, DLA 
Logistics Information Service, and an AF/ A4/7 SME. As a result of a NWRM incident reported 
to DLA on 06 July 2009, the Red Team was tasked to identify any gaps in the current processes 
where NWRM items could be lost or misplaced. Significant risks were identified and 39 
recommendations were made. Recommendations were made to DLA Distribution, DLA 
Disposition Services, DA, DLA Installation Support, DLA J-3/ 4, DLA J-6, AF/ A4L, and 
AFMC/ A4 and included recommendations on policies, agreements with the USAF and 
systemic procedures on h·ansferring and the future handling of NWRM. 

DLA DA followed up on recommendations that were addressed to DLA Disposition Services, 
DLA Distribution, DLA J-3/ 4, DLA J-6, and DLA Installation Support. Based on the scope of 
the audit DA did not perform follow up testing on any recommendations made to the USAF. 
As the Red Team l{eport was not produced by DA, DA can only make recommendations to 
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DLA J-3/ 4, as to whether the corrective actions have been performed and if DA recommends 
dosing the recommendation or having it remain open. Recommendations were tested to 
identify if the corrective action had been put in place and the risk had been mitigated. For 
recommendations addressed to DA, DA documented the corrective actions performed; 
however, DA could not independently evaluate the quality of the corrective actions taken. 
Refer to Appendix B for the 39 recommendations, associated corrective actions taken and the 
DA recommendation. 

CONCLUSION 

From the follow up testing that was performed on the Red Team Report, DA recommends 
closing 12 recommendations, leaving open 19 recommendations and 8 recommendations were 
directed to the USAF, therefore DA will not provide comments on the status of those 
recommendations. From the Interim Final NWRM Report, DA recorrunends closing 11 
rcconunendations and leaving 3 recommendations open. 

Overall, DLA J-6 has taken actions to mitigate the risks around QMF users modifying NWRM 
data and controlling the number of users with update, insert, and delete access to QMF. This 
includes developing and implementing procedures that require NWRM adjustments to be 
approved in writing by the DLA Distribution Commander or Deputy Commander prior to 
changes being made. DLA Distribution has issued guidance in the forms of email 
communication emphasizing the importance of complete and accurate documentation as well as 
guidance reminding distribution depots of existing guidance for handling NWRM. Corrective 
actions have been taken to better manage frustrated NWRM inventory, including use of a 
spreadsheet that easily identifies the location of the asset and required actions to unfrustrate the 
asset. TDRs have been implemented in the process for handling misdirected shipments. 

However, many reconunendations included developing or updating policy and procedures 
which have been updated; however, they have not been finalized or implemented by DLA 
Dish·ibution and DLA J-3/ 4. Additionally, some corrective actions could not be adequately 
tested and concluded on because supporting documentation could not be obtained and only 
inquiry was able to be performed. 
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APPENDIX A 

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

Recommendation Addressee Status of Estimated 
Corrective Action . Completion Date 

1 Finalize and implement the MOA DLAJ-3/4 Open 9/30/10 
between the DLA, USAF, and DTRA 
that documents the process for 
handling and tl'ansferring NWRM. 

-~-

2 Implement the DLA NWRM DLAJ-3/4 Open Completed 
Instruction that establishes roles and 
responsibilities for procedures 
identified in the MOA between DLA, 
USAF, and DTRA for the 
management of NWRM. 

3 Reference the "joint AF /DLA DLAJ-3/4 Open 9/30/11 
checklist" in the finalized DLA 
Insh·uction on NWRM Management. 

4 Implement the DLA Distribution DLA Distribution Open Completed 
Instruction on Processing and 
Handling NWRM that documents 
the required actions at the functional 
level for NWRM. 

5 Reference the "joint AF/ DLA DLA Distribution Open 
checklist'' in the finalized DLA 
Dish'ibution Instruction on Handling 
and Processin~ NWRM. 

6 Once DLA Distribution J-3 has DLA Distribution Open 6/30/11 
finalized NWRM procedures, formal 
training courses should be developed 
and annually provided to employees 
that may handle NWRM. The 
training records should be 
documented and maintained. 
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APPENDIX A 

Recommendation Addressee Status 0£ Estimated 
Corrective Action Completion Date 

7 Hnalize and implement NWRM DDC Open Completed 
instructions that include 
procedures to clearly document 
the physical and systemic 
shipment/ transfer of NWRM 
assets to USAF for any future 
transfers. DDC should provide 
consistent instructions to all 
depots for handling and 
processing NWRM. 

8 Develop and implement a DLA DLAJ-3/4 Open 9/30/11 
NWRM record management policy 
that requires the retention of all 
supporting documentation for 
NWRM actions. 

9 Ensure that USAF DSS accounts are DLAJ-6, Open Complete 
created in accordance with the DLA DLA Distribution 
Distribution System Access Policy J-3 
and Procedure. 

10 Implement a separate copy of DSS DLAJ-6 Open Complete 
for USAF to manage NWRM. 

11 Obtain and implement a systemic DLAJ-6 Open Ongoing 
audit tool to caphtre and archive 
QMF changes. 

12 After implementation of the systemic DLAJ-6 Open Ongoing 
tool, ensure there is a monitoring and 
review process in place to monitor 
the QMF changes. 
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Appendix B 

RED TEAM REPORT RECOMMENDATIONS 

Recommendations Office of Primary ECD2 Corrective Actions DA 
Responsibilitv Taken and Results Recommendation3 

Recommendation 1: DLAJ-3/4 Complete DLA J-3 / 4 has Open 
Create a DLA central created a 
repository of all of the collaboration site on 
known NWRM Related eWorkplace for 
audits, investigations, NWRM items and 
reports, FRAGOs, Task has begun loading 
Orders, etc. and develop the information. 
a consolidated list of all Updated to ECD of 
of the findings and DLA 31March2010. 
action items contained 
therein. Provide 
monthly briefings on the 
entire list of open items 
to the Director DLA. 
Recommendation 2: DLAJ-3/4 Complete DLA J-3/ 4 has Open 
Ensure the consolidated created a 
list of findings and collaboration site on 
action items includes eWorkplace for 
initial baselincd ECDs, NWRM items and 
as well as revised ECDs has begun loading 
and current status. the information. 

Updated to ECO of 
31 March 2010. 

Recommendation 3: DLAJ-6 8/15/09 DLA J-6 has created Open 
Develoo and Implement a jfij}t'ij(E) I 
f (b1(7J(E) l however DA was 

not able to lest U1e 
template for roles and implementation of 
respon.c;ibilitics in DSS the updated 
since DISA is now template. 
competing the security 
package. 

2 This ECD was provided on the Final Red Team Report as of 05 August, 2009. 
1 The Red Team Report was not a report issued by DA, therefore any recommendations made by DA are reconunendations being made to DLA 
f·3/4as the RcdTt'ilm Report was issued by Dt.AJ-3/4. 
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Appendix B 

Recommendations Office of Primary ECO Corrective DA 
Responsibility Actions Taken Recommendation 

and Results 
Recommendation 4: DLAJ-6 8/30/09 DLA ]-6 has been Close 
Determine feasibility of researching 
c~turing QMF updates available options 

l<b )(E) pr a similar for capturing QMF 
facility for a permanent updates. Complete 
archive of these 
activities. 
Recommendation 5*4: DLAJ-6 8/15/09 DLA J-6 has Close 
Review the set of reviewed the set of 
existing authorized users authorized users 
of QMF and restrict of QMF and has 
update authorization to started performing 
as few personnel as quarterly reviews 
possible. of users. 

Complete 

Recommendation 6: DLAJ-6 Complete DLAJ-6 has Close 

Institute a "two person implemented a 
rule" any time updates two person rule 
arc made to classified or when updates are 
NWRM material made using QMF 

through QMF. toNWRMor 
classified material 
and this 
requirement is 
documented in the 
QMF Policy and 
Procedures, 
Complete, The 
two-person mle 
includes a 
representative 
from DLA 
Distribution J-3 
and a 
representative 
from DLA J-6. 

• • RepreSt.'11\S repeal findings that had been nutcll In previous audits. 
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AppendixB 

Recommendations Office of Primary ECO Corrective Actions DA Recommendation 
Responsibility Taken and Results 

Recommendation 7: DLAJ-6 8/15/09 DLA J-6 and the Close 
DLA partner with the USAF have 
AF to form a tiger team performed analysis, 
to re-evaluate the AF and presented that 
Analysis of Alternatives information to 
that was done when the relevant parties. 
original request to use Based on the 
DSS was made. The analysis performed 
team should analyze all a shared copy will 
available COTS and be utilized until the 
GOTS software packages stand-alone copy of 
and formulate a plan of DSScan be 
action and milestones implemented by the 
and cost estimate for the USAF. 
eventual implementation 
of a solution wholly 
owned and operated by 
the AF in the most 
expedited timeline 
possible. Cost and 
schedule should be 
provided for all 
alternatives. 

Recommendation 8: AFMC/A4 8/15/09 Due to the scope of DA cannot 
DLA request that the AF the audit, DA did recommend on the 
provide their most not follow up with status of the 
expedited timeline for the AF to assess recommendation due 
the implementation of a their to the scope of the 
standalone copy of DSS implementation of audit. 

I suggested 
'(b)(7J~Y recommendations. 
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Appendix B 

Recommendations Office of Primary ECD Corrective Actions DA Recommendation 
Responsibility Taken and Results 

Recommendation 9: DLA J-3/4 TBD The MOA between Open 
Develop a single DTRA, DLA, and 
AF /DLA MOA which USAF has not been 
addresses the roles, finalized as of the 
responsibilities, and end of fieldwork, 24 
agreements with respect March 2010 and 
toNWRM. now has an ECO of 

June 2010. 
Recommendation 10: DLA DA 8/30/09 DA auditors cannot Open 
DA should look at the independently 
existing and draft evaluate the quality 
AF/DLA MOAs to see if of any conunents 
the procedures that were made by 
contained therein DA. DA auditors 
incorporate best can only document 
practices and audit if the draft was 
standards. reviewed and 

comments were 
made. As the MOA 
is still being 
reviewed additional 
comments may 
need to be 
provided. 
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Appendix B 

Recommendations Office of Primary ECO Corrective Actions DA Recommendation 
Responsibility Taken and Results 

Recommendation 11: DLAJ-3/4 9/1/09 DLA J-3/4 has Open 
DLA develop a policy developed a policy 
specifically for the for the handling of 
handling and disposal of NWRM, however at 
NWRM. the end of 

fieldwork the policy 
was not finalized or 
implemented. The 
Instructions were 
finalized and 
signed as of 
4/14/2010; 
however DA did 
not perform an 
additional review to 
determine if all 
requirements are 
included. 

Recommendation 12: DLA 10/1/09 DLA Distribution Open 
Update the Classified Distribution has developed a 
SOP with an appendix new SOP for 
that reflects systemic, processing and 
procedural, and DLA handling NWRM; 
and OSD AT &L policy however at the 
changes, or create a conclusion of 
new SOP specifically fieldwork, the 
for processing and SOP remained in 
handling NWRM. draft. 
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Appendix B 

Recommendations Office of Primary ECO Corrective Actions DA Recommendation 
Responsibility Taken and Results 

Recommendation 13: DLA Distribution 10/1/09 DLA Distribution Open 
Add the process for has developed a 
Open/Unconfirmed new Instruction for 
MROs to the SOP for processing and 
classified material. handling NWRM 

and has included in 
Section IV, Force 
Closure the process 
for 
Open/Unconfirmed 
MROs, however at 
the conclusion of 
fieldwork, the SOP 
remained in draft. 

Recommendation 14*: DLA J-3/4 9/1/09 A DLA record Open 
Develop a DLA record management 
management schedule schedule has not 
forNWRlvl been identified or 
documentation. implemented. An 

updated ECD could 
not be identified. 

Recommendation 15: AFMC/ AFGLSC 9/30/09 Due to the scope of DA cannot 
AF should notify DLA of (AFGLSC/ 448 the audit, DA did recommend on the 
any impacts that the AF Supply Chain not follow up with status of the 
Material Control Plan Management the AF to assess reconunendation due 
and Policy on QA might Wing) their to the scope of the 
have on DLA operations. implementation of audit. 

suggested 
reconunendations. 
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AppendixB 

Recommendations Office of Primary ECD Corrective Actions DA Recommendation 
Responsibility Taken and Results 

Recommendation 16: DLA Installation 9/15/09 DLA J-3/ 4 noted Open 
DES review the "Storage Support they had reviewed 
and Handling of the document in 
Classified Material," conjunction with 
dated 30 January 2009, DES last year and 
and clarify its purpose, ensured its 
intent, and applicability applicability to 
across all of DLA, and NWRM, however, 
specifically to NWRM. DA was not able to 

obtain evidence of 
a review. 

Recommendation 17*: AF/NLST Complete Due to the scope of DA cannot 
Brief AF/DLA senior the audit, DA did recommend on the 
management on status of not follow up with status of the 
AF efforts to improve the AF to assess recommendation due 
accuracy of condition their to the scope of the 
tags at the next AF /DLA implementation of audit. 
NWRM update. suggested 

recommendations. 
Recommendation 18: AF/A4L 12/1/09 Due to the scope of DA cannot 
Ensure that all parts and the audit, DA did recommend on the 
local stock numbers not follow up with status of the 
included in the NWRM the AF to assess recommendation due 
program have a NSN. their to the scope of U1e 

implementation of audit. 
suggested 
recommendations. 
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AppendixB 

Recommendations Office of Primary ECO Corrective Actions DA Recommendation 
Responsi bilitv Taken and Results 

Recommendation 19: AF/A4L 9/1/09 Due to the scope of DA cruu1ot 
Modify the policy and the audit, DA did not recommend on the 
procedures for updating follow up with the AF status of the 
and communicating the to assess their recommendation due 
contents of the NWRM implementation of to the scope of the 
list so that it is suggested audit. 
coordinated on by all recommendations. 
affected players. If 
submitted via email, it 
should be a single 
worksheet and should 
be accompanied by a 
scanned copy of a 
transmittal letter that has 
been physically signed 
by the AF/ A4L and 
addressed to the DLA J-
3/4. If transmitted via 
email, it should be 
digitally signed and 
encrypted. 
Recommendation 20: DLAJ-3/4 9/1/09 DLA J-3/4 has Open 
DLA should include in developed a policy for 
its NWRM policy a the handling of 
requirement for the NWRM, however at 
periodic review of the the end of fieldwork 
official AF NWRM list th~ policy was !''lot 

against thc:l)(E} ~ finalized or 
l ' in DSS. implemented. The 
FLIS, thcj\ul\ 1 1\i;J Instructions were 

l(b)(7)(E} ~and any finalized and signed 
applicable as of 14 April 2010; 
ORMS/ DAISY conh'ol however DA did not 
files to ensure that the perform an additional 
system tables are review to determine if 
accurate. all requirements are 

included. 
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Appendix B 

Recommendations Office of Primary ECO Corrective Actions DA Recommendation 
Responsibility Taken and Results 

Recommendation 21 "": DLA Distribution 9/30/09 DLA Distribution Open 
Modify existing has developed an 
procedures to include Instruction for 
requirements on how to handling frustrated 
physically control inventory; however 
material nntil it has been it does not specify a 
identified, specify who is time frame for 
responsible for further completing research 
research, what further and formally 
research is required, identifying physical 
timeframes for control 
completing the research, requirements. 
and who is authorized to Additionally, the 
formally identify the SOP is in draft and 
material. Procedures has not been 
need to clarify who finalized or 
assigns and where the implemented. 
mandatory research 
code of "M" is assigned. 
Recommendation 22: AFMC/A4 9/30/09 Due to the scope of DA cannot 
Identify what if any the audit, DA did recommend on the 
analysis was done by the not follow up with status of the 
AF to generate the the AF to assess their recolhmendation due 
recommendation that implementation of to the scope of the 
DLA should establish a suggested audit. 
technical recommendations. 
expert/material handler 
at DDWG, and provide 
status or documentation 
on the fhml acceptance 
of this by DLA. 
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Appendix B 

Recommendations Office of Primary ECO Corrective Actions DA 
Responsibilitv Taken and Results Recommendation 

Recommendation 23: AF/A4/7 9/1/09 Due to the scope of DA cannot 
RemovcNWRM the audit, DA did not recommend on the 
components from sets, follow up with the status of the 
kits, outfits or next AF to assess their recommendation due 
higher assemblies or implementation of to the scope of the 
reclassify the sets, kits, suggested audit. 
outfits or next higher recommendations. 
assemblies as NWRM. 
Recommendation 24: DLA Dish'ibution 9/30/09 DLA Distribution has Open 
Develop a formally created an Instruction 
documented, routine that includes 
and systemic h·ansfer procedures for the 
procedure for ongoing transfer of NWRM 
maintenance of the and the maintenance 
NWRM list, to include of the NWRM list; 
inventory scans and however, the 
transaction histories. Instruction does not 

include a reference to 
the Joint AF /DLA 
checklist that is used 
during the transfer 
and identifies all 
actions to be taken 
during the dual bare 
item inspection. 
Additionally, the 
Instruction is in draft. 
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Appendix B 

Recommendations Off ice of Primary ECO Corrective Actions DA 
Resoonsibility Taken and Results Recommendation 

Recommendation 25: DLA Distribution 9/30/09 DLA Dish'ibution has Open 
Develop a formally created an Insh·uction 
documented, routine that includes 
and systemic transfer procedures for the 
procedure for material transfer of NWRM 
positively identified as and the maintenance 
NWRM but still located of the NWRM list, 
at a DLA facility. however the 

Instruction does not 
include a reference to 
the Joint AF/DLA 
checklist that is used 
during the transfer 
and identifies all 
actions to be taken 
during the dual bare 
item inspection. 
Additionally, the 
Instruction is in draft. 

Recommendation 26*: DLA Distribution 8/30/09 The Joint AF /DLA Close 
Add a requirement for checklist has been 
supervisor's signature updated to include a 
on the Item Transfer supervisor's signature. 
checklist. This field is being 

utilized for the 
transfer process. 

Recommendation 27: DLA J-3/4 8/30/09 Transportation Open 
All DLA activities use Discrepancy Reports 
the SF 364 (SDR) to (TDRs) are being filed 
notify shipping activities as part of the DLA 
of the discrepant Distribution receiving 
shipment. Activities process, but it could 
should keep a "repeat not be confirmed for 
offenders" list that can all DLA activities, 
be escalated up through such as DLA 
the chain of command. Disposition Services if 

TDRs are used as part 
of the process. 
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AppendixB 

Recommendations Office of Primary ECD Corrective Actions DA 
Responsibility Taken and Results Recommendation 

Recommendation 28*: DLAJ-3/4 Complete DLA J-3/4 has Close 
DLA Transportation actively been 
SME follows up with the 

; 
performing follow 

Defense Transportation up actions to 
Electronic Business identify the status of 
Conunittee, chaired by the implementation 
USTC, J-6. 111e purpose of the automated 
is to obtain the status of, REPSHIP process. 
and if possible expedite, At this time, the 
the final DoD wide EDI process has not been 
implementation date for automated; 
the automated REPSHIP however, the intent 
process. Tracking for of the 
concurrent EDI recommendation 
REPSHIP deployment was met. 
should specifically be 
h·acked for DSS and AF 
Cargo Movement and 
Operations (CMOS). 
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AppendixB 

Recommendations Office of Primary ECD Corrective Actions DA Recommendation 
Responsibility Taken and Results 

Recommendation 29: DLA Distribution 8/30/09 DLA J-6 and DLA Close 
Develop a written Distribution have 
procedure that requires developed and 
the signature of DLA implemented a 
Distribution procedure that 
Commander or Deputy requires the 
Commander for all signature of DLA 
NWRM inventory Distribution 
adjustments made via Commander or 
QMF. As the AF Deputy 
Guidance Memo on Commander for all 
NWRM (27.3.1) requires NWRM inventory 
an AF GO/SES to adjustments made 
approve any such via QMF. 
adjustments, written 
approval must be 
received from the AF for 
any QMF adjustments 
requested to AF 
controlled materiel 
records. Such requests 
will be submitted 
through the DLA JLOC 
for appropriate 
dissemination and 
action. 
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Appendix B 

Recommendations Office of Primary ECD Corrective Actions DA Recommendation 
Responsibility Taken and Results 

Recommendation 30: DLA Installation DLA DLA J-3/4 has Close 
NWRM Material Support; Af I A4L Installation reviewed all 

rhether ~f!:rt anO Support storage policy and 
Complete; processes for their 

temporarily at a DLA AF facilities to ensure 
facility must meet DoD 8/15/09 compliance with 
requirements for DoD requirements 
segregation of classified for segregation of 
and unclassified storage. classified and 

unclassified 
storage. DLA 
Distribution has 
issued guidance to 
distribution centers 
for the handling 
and temporary 
storage of NWRM 
assets. 
Observations by 
DA were made at 
DLA Dish·ibution 
at Oklahoma City, 
Oklahoma, that 
showed proper 
storage of NWRM. 

Recommendation 31: AF/A4L 4/30/10 Due to the scope of DA cannot 

AF develop procedures the audit, DA did recommend on the 

to reconcile inventory not follow up with status of the 

records as prescribed by the AF to assess recommendation due 

DOD 4000.25-2-M. AF their to the scope of the 

should classify, analyze, implementation of audit. 

and evaluate supply suggested 
transaction errors to recommendations. 

determine and correct 
the w1derlying system or 
operational deficiencies 
causing the errors. 
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Appendix B 

. Recommendations Off ice of Primary ECD Corrective Actions DA 
Resoonsibilitv Taken and Results Recommendation 

Recommendation 32: DLA Dish'ibution 9/1/09 DLA Dish·ibution Open 

Develop a standard has developed an 
operating procedure for lnsbuction for 
local delivery of NWRM handling and 
which includes the same processing NWRM, 
rigor that is applied for however this 
off-base shipments, or Insh·uction is in 
include local delivery of draft and does not 
NWRM in the SOP for include details for 
classified material. specific procedures 
Note: Some DSS for local delivery of 
changes may be NWRM. 
required. 
Recommendation 33: DLA J-3/4 9/1/09 DLAJ-3/4had Open 
DLA develop a policy noted that the DLA 
that requires a periodic NWRM Insb·uction 
review of the official would include 
State Deparhnent list of details on the 
embargoed countries, periodic review of 
along with any status of the embargoed 
forces exceptions, country list, 
against the DSS however upon 
resb'icted country tables review of the DLA 

Insh'uction, this 
information is not 
included. 

Recommendation 34: DLA Distribution TBD DLA Disb·ibution Open 
DLA Distribution should had submitted a 
require systemic system change 
verification. of dual request to modify 
inspection. for classified DSS to perform a 
material and FMS systemic verification 
shipments as well as for dual inspection 
NWRM. Note: If this is of classified 
adopted, DSS will need material, FMS 
to be modified to use shipments and 
other than the Dual NWRM; however 
Inspection Table. the SCR had not 

been completed and 
is slill under review. 
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Appendix B 

Recommendations Office of Primary ECD Corrective Actions DA 
Responsibility Taken and Results Recommendation 

Recommendation 35: DLADA TBD DA can document Close 
DA send audit team out that an audit was 
lo the CDC the next time performed on the 
there is a shipment of disposal of 
NWRM for disposal to NWRM and a draft 
conduct an audit of the report was issued in 
process and ensure December 2009; 
adequate controls are in however, DA cannot 
place and the disposal is independently 
completed in accordance evaluate the quality 
with current policy. of the audit. 
Recommendation 36: DLA Disposition 9/30/09 DT ,A Disposition Close 
DLA Disposition Services Services had received 
Services develop and a similar finding 
implement appropriate during the DA Audit, 
SOPs in the event that NWRM 
NWRM is mistakenly Demilitarization 
turned into a DRMO. Process and Controls 

Audit, and DRMS 
Procedures were 
updated and 
implemented. 

Recommendation 37: DLA Distribution Complete DLA Distribution Close 
DLA Distribution issue issued guidance to 
guidance that NWRM DLA Distribution 
shipments cannot be Commanders and 
force closed in DSS Deputies in an email 
without written in July 2009 
approval and rationale identifying that all 
from the Distribution force closures of 
Center Commander or NWRM, controlled or 
Director. FMS shipments can 

not be processed 
without written 
approval of the 
Disb·ibution Center 
Commander or 
Director 
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AppendixB 

Recommendations Office of Primary ECD Corrective Actions DA Recommendation 
Responsibilitv Taken and Results 

Reconunendation 38: DLA Distribution Complete DLA Distribution Close 
DLA Distribution issue issued guidance to 
guidance directing all DLA Distribution 
Distribution Centers Commanders and 
immediately visually Deputies in an 
bare item inspect all email in July 2009 to 
NWRM materiel staged visually bare item 
for shipment and inspect all NWRM 
waiting for staged for shipping 
transportation to DLA and waiting for 
Disposition Services transportation to 
older than 2 February DLA Disposition 
2009 to validate its Services older than 
identity. February 6, 2009. 

However, DA 
suggests to DLA J-
3/4 to include a 
required action for 
DLA Distribution to 
perform inspection 
of items waiting for 
transportation to 
DLA Disposition 
Services when new 
NWRM lists are 
published by USAF 
in the DLA NWRM 
Instruction. 

Recommendation 39: DLA Distribution 8/30/09 DLA Dish·ibution Open 
DLA Dish'ibution and and DLA and DLA 
DLA Disposition Disposition Disposition Services 
Services review, Services performed a review 
reconcile, and resolve all and reconciliation, 
NWRM items "force however, DA was 
dosed" or identified as not able to obtain 
not received at DLA evidence of the 
Disposition Service actions taken to 
offices. evaluate the 

recommendation. 
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AOR 
enc 
DA 
DAO 
DEMIL 
DIN 
DISA 
DLA 
DoD 
DODAAC 
Do DI 
DSS 
DTR 
DTRA 
FLIS 
GAO 
IAO 
MIDAS 
MOA 
NIST 
NSN 
NWRM 
PIC 
QA 
QMF 
REPS HIP 
SAAR 
SDR 
SITREP 
SME 
'SP 
TASO 
TDR 
TO 
UII 
USAF 

ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THIS REPORT 

Area of Responsibility 
Controlled Inv~ntory Item Code 
Defense Logistics Agency Accountability Office 

Appendix C 

Defense Logistics Agency Accountability Office Operational Audit 
Demilitarization 
Dual Inspection Notification Table 
Defense Information System Agency 
Defense Logistics Agency 
Department of Defense 
Defense Activity Address Code 
Department of Defense Instruction 
Distribution Standard System 
Defense Transportation Regulation 
Defense Tlu·eat Reduction Agency 
Federal Logistics Information System 
Government Accountability Office 
Information Assurance Officer 
Management Information Distribution and Access System 
Memorandum of Agreement 
National Institute of Standards and Technology 
National Stock Number 
Nuclear Weapons Related Material 
Positive Inventory Conh·ol 
Quality Assurance 
Query Management Facility 
Report of Shipment 
System Access Authorization Request 
Supply Discrepancy Report 
Special Situation Repol't 
Subject Matter Expert 
Special Publication 
Terminal Area Security Officer 
Transportation Discrepancy Report 
Transportation Officer 
Unique Item Identifi~r 
United States Air Force 
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Appendix D 

Prior NWRM Reports 

There have been multiple NWRM audits completed since 2008. 

1.DLA Distribution Vulnerability Assessment, issued 24 December 2008 

2.DLA NWRM Red Team, issued 5 August 2009 

3.DA Audit on DLA Transfer of NWRM to the USAF, DA0-09-10, issued 18 August 2009 

4.DA Audit on NWRM Demilitarization Process and Controls, DA00-10-02, issued 22 
December 2009 

5.DA Audit of NWRM Worldwide Inventory at DLA Dish'ibution at Oklahoma City, 
Oklahoma, DA0-09-lOb, issued 15 January 2009 ' 
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MANAGEMENT COMMENTS 

DEFENSE LoGl~mcs AGENCY 
Dl$Y(CmtJTmN 

2CO I MIS~IOt I OR/V£ 
Mf:.)V CU!.tB£nLAND. P€NNS"fLV.\tUA 17070-5000 

hrtr~rt,.• 

"'""'" J.) OP AUG 2 '/ 2010 

MEMORANDUM FOR DLA·DA 

SUOJfiCT: F.111crprisc /\udit Rdalcd 10 Nuclear Wc3poos Rdoted Motcriel {NWRM) 

We havq rcvie\vcd aubjc.:t r.:port D11d provide mona~C'.lllCOI comBtcnls for 
r~..-omm~tions directed lo DL/\ Disiribulion on atia.:h1111:nl I. My POC for furtbo:r qu~tious 
Mt~6) fal IJhW\ lcommcn:ial (Cbll6l Lor via c-mrul at 

I • I ilb)(lll J ~ 
\OW'li:fflft!il.11MBli/1:N:'§Es 

Deputy Commander 

Attachment 
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4 

6 

7 

Implement the DLA Distribution lnslntction 
on Processing nnJ I land ling NWRM that 
documents the required actions at the 
functional level for NWRM. lrnplemental!on 
includes distiibuting the DLA Distribution 
Jnslruclion to all depots. 

Reference the ·~oint AF/DLA chccklisl'' in 
the finalized DLA Distribution lnslruction on 
Handling and Processing NWRM. 

Develop nnd conducl nnnunl troining 011 lhc 
NWRM procedures after they are fi1inli1.ed, 
Tho hPlning records shouW be documented 
and maintained. 

Finalize and impfoment NWRM ins1n1ctlo11s 
tliat include procedures to clearly document 
the physical and systemic shipment/transfer 
ofNWRM n.sscts to USAF for nny future 
tronsfcrs. In nddi!lonnl, they should provide 
consistent inslnlctlons lo all depots handling 
3nd precessing NWRM 
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Attachmont I 

Jlfonngcmenl Commc11t5 

DLA Distribution issued the lilstruclioo on 
Processing and llandling N\VRM to all DLA 
Distribution locations on Aprll 28, 2010. 

TI10 DLA Dislribulicn lnstrucilon on 
Processing and Hrutdling NWRM includes 
aclions lo be taken when 1hc USAF updntcs 
the ofi1cinl NWR..'vl list aud stales that we 11ill 
perform "a bore DLA·AD join! dual 
inspeclion of newly identified i1ems 10 
include completion of a NWRM Tronsfor 
Checklist for each asset." 

DLA Dlstribulicn does not routinely handle 
NWRM. Detailed Distribution Process 
training manual forthc Storage and Handling 
of Cla•slficd Materiel ha! been de\'clopcd and 
provided to cmploycc:i Iha! may handle 
cl3ssificd materiel The nc)Cl version of the 
Classified Training will include an appendix 
identifying the proper handling procedures for 
NWR.\i. 

1110 DLA Distribution Instruction on 
l'r<K'essing and Handling NWRM was Issued 
to all DLA Dlstrlbutlon locations on April 28, 
2010 and includes actions necessary when 
shipping nnd/or !rnnsferring NWRM assets to 
tho USi\11. 
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9 E11surc lhal lJSAl' DSS accounts arc (rCaled 
in accordance with lhe DLA Distribution 
Sys1cm Access Policy end Procedure 

Olher Observations 

Item Jdcnlificatlon: DA suggesls 1ha1 a11 
invcnlory be perfom1ed .11 depols lhat 
hislorically had c11stod)• ofNWRM nsscls ns 
this may identify additional NWRM assets 
thal lire m~hllained in CQuf\esy storage or 
under Jooal stock numbers 

Dual Cataloging: Master infomrntion for 
NWRM resides on two different catnlogs: 
the DLA Pcderal Logistics Information 
System {l'US) and the DTRA Nuclear 
l11\'e11tory Manngemcnt and Cntnlog Systc111 
(NIMACS). DLA employees and systems do 
1101 ha\•e appropriale ru:ce.~~ (Q the d~t• in the 
NI MACS catalog 
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All USAF requests for DSS nro routed 
through nnd approved by DLA Distribution 
13 ptior to 16 providing rcqucsled access. 
USAF DSS (scparale c-0py) hns been 
eslnbllsh~d alld lh.: US/\F will now be 
respousibl~ for Cl"'.'<lling all user accoums. 

All local stock nwnbcrs recorded Jn DSS 
11nclcr a USAF RIC huve been provided 10 the 
lJSAl' Nuclear Weapons Center (AFNWC) to 
dclerminc of they m11y be NWRM. DLA 
Distribution locations were difl'Cted t1• review 
ile111s in courlesy slo111ge 10 positively 
Identify and notify awnc1s to pick up tho 
materiel. IJLA Distrlb111io11 no longer 
rei:ognlzes courtesy storoge and all Items In 
the locations must be properly idcnriiicd and 
recorded in DSS 

All kno\\11 NWRM NSNs arc properly coded 
in DSS with olcrts in pince lo notify the u~r 
when attempliug to take action against a 
NWRM NSN. When tho USAF updates their 
offici•I NWRM lisl, tho NSNs arc provided to 
DLA lo ensure they nrc propcily idcnlificd in 
DSS. Since DLA will not routinely handle 
NWRM, lhe USAF is continuing discussion.$ 
with DTRA cm sharing ofappropriale 
logisticnl ile111 dnla i11forma1ion. 
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lnvcnlOr)' Adjustments: DA susgcsl lhnl 
further research be performed, Including a 
fonnal causative research package oml 
nppropriatc approval be obtained prior lo 
trruisactions being cancelled 

DA0-09-10 Open Recommendations 

Recommendation 2 - DA was unable to 
\'alidate that a record re1cn1ion procedure 
was In place so lhe co-signed checklists are 
malnlalned for at least li\'e years 

Recommendn1io11 S - DA was unable to 
valfdnte proper handling offn1.1traled 
materiel at DDHU and recammends DDC 
update the Handling and Processing of 
NWRivl lnslructlon to include procedures for 
handling fmstrated NWRM 

Recommendation 14 - Unable lo validate 
tlmt DDC perfom1cd a review of DSS access 
thal allows Supervisors lo appro\'e and 
release NWRM (and classified) shipmenls 
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D<JD 4000.25-M and DLA Distribution 
guidnnce rcquire.s lhal oil classlfl~d or 
sensitive polcnli3l invcnto1y ndjustmcnts 
undergo causntlvc r.:scarch to Identify the 
reason for making the ndjustment, If 
causalive research does 1101 resolve the cnusc 
of the adjustment or source of the error, n 
l~innncinl Liability lnvestigntion or Property 
Loss (FLll'L) is Initiated. 
The Incident identified in the audit report w~s 
joinll)' invcslign\l'd by DLA IJlstribulion nnil 
USAF personnel. 111c USA!' canclusion was 
thal the hems wcr.i never shipped to DLA 
nislrihution Hill and r~uested lhnl we 
reverse the re<:eipl inilially processc:d. Prior 
lo reversing the rcccipl, appropriate apprdval 
was oblalncd from both tho USAF nnd DLA 
Disllibution. 

01\PS completed the scanning of 
documentation and establlshment orlhc web 
site for relrieving afier conclusion of •he 
audil. Aclion complete 

111e DLA Distribution Instruction on 
Processing nod Handling NWRM was issued 
lo all DLA Distribution loc.,tions on April 28, 
2010 and lneludM procedure.~ for hnndli11g 
fn1slrnted materiel 

The review was conducted bf)wtver 
documenlation was nol retained and available 
to provide to the DA Audll Team. lCW J6, J. 
3 comh1c1s IX'riodic reviews of S)'Sletn access 
nnd removes access lhat has not been used for 
six months ther<:fore, we b<:ll<.we this risk is 
satisfactorily mhica1cd 
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DLA NWRM Red Tcnm Report 

Recommendation 12 - Update the classified 
SOP with an app<:ndix llut reflects systemic, 
procedural, and DLA and OSD AT &L poUcy 
changes, or create a new SOP specifically for 
processing and handling NWRM. DDC 
drafted an instruction for Processing and 
Handling NWR.t'vl howe\•er, it remained in 
drafl at the couclusion of the audit 

Recommendation 13- Add the process of 
01~ned/unconlinned MROs to the SOP for 
classilicd materiel 

Recommend,iticm 21 - modify existing 
procedures for hnndling fni$tratcd nrnterlel 

Recommcmfation 24 - Develop a fom1ally 
docunlentcd, routine Md systemic trnnsfcr 
procedure for on-going maintenance oflbe 
NWR.1\1 lisl, to include inventory scans and 
transaction histories 

Recommendation 25- Develop a 
documented, routine and systemic transfer 
procedure for materiel identified 11S NWRM 
but still located ln B DLA fuclllty 

Recommendation 32 - Develop II standard 
opcraling procedure for loeal delh•ery of 
NWRM which includes the same rigor thnt is 
applied for off-ba.~c •hipmcnls, or include 
loc;il delivery ofNWRJvl in the SOP for 
classlfic1l makricl. 

A1tdll Related lo Nudc.tt W~apons Rebtcd Mdterlal (OA0-10-07) 
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DLA Pislribuli<>n issued 1hc lnsln1ction on 
Proccssini: and llandling NW~\.! to all DLA 
Distribution locations on April 23, 2010. 

1lie OLA Di5trib111ion Instruction on 
Processing and Handling NWR.\.I was issued 
11> all DLA Dislribution locatlonson April 28, 
20 I 0 and includes procedures for handling 
openedluncont1r111cd MRO$ 

The DLA Distribution lnslniclion on 
Processing and Handling NWll..'A was issued 
to nil DLA Distribution locntions on April 28, 
2010 and includes procedu1es for bnudling 
frostratcd materiel 

The DLA Distribution Instruction on 
Processing and Handling NWRM was issued 
lo nil DLA Distrib111ion locntions 011 Aprll 28, 
2010 and includes proccdu1es for the on· 
going maintenance of the N WR..\ol llst 

The DI.A Oistribu1ion Jnstruction 011 

l'roccsslti11 and Handling NWRM Wll! Issued 
to all DLA Distribution locatloM on April 28, 
20 I 0 and includes actions llCC<lssary when 
shipping and/or transferring NWR.'vl assets to 
the USAF. 

The DLA Distribution Instruction on 
Processing and Handling NWR..\1 was issued 
10 all DLA Dlsuibution lotations on April 28, 
2010 and includes procedures for local 
delivery ofNWR.i..,1 
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Recommendation 34 - DI.A Distribution 
should require systemic verification of dunl 
inspection for classilicd materiel ond FlllS 
shipments as well as NWRM. Note: If this 
is adoptc<I, l>SS will nccd to be modified to 
use other than the Dual Inspection Table. 

Recommendation 39- DLA Distrlbulion ond 
DLA Disposition Sc...,iccs review, reconcile 
ruul resolve all NWRM items "force closed" 
or identified as not received at DLA 
Disposition Services. 

DLA Ois!rlbutlon and DLA Uisposithm 
Services performed a roviow and 
rccancillatlon hawevcr, DA was not nble to 
obtain evidence of the actions tnken to 
c\·aluate to rcco111mcndation. 

Audit llebtcd to Nucll!'ar\Veapons Related MaterW (DAO-ll).07) 
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DLA Distribution ha.< submitted a system 
clmnge request to modify DSS to 1~1fnnn 
systemic vcrltkation for dun! insp<clion of 
classified matc1lc!, FMS shl11ments and 
NWRM. This SCR is still under review; J.J 
continues to work wilh J-6 lo identify the 
means to allow for dun! syslcmic verification. 

DLA Dislribution ruul DLA Disposition 
S~l'liccs performed a review while 011 the Red 
Team however we did not retain 
dacumcnlation lhal could be used 11!1 evidence 
11\e aclion took pince. Shice the 
dacurnentalion is not avaihtble 1111d we arc 
unable to recreate, suggest i:to~lng this action. 



••• ··Or:lelnal Message- - • - • 
Jr°"': lklklesb•y, Oeth A ClV l>L\ )•)/.\ 
Sent: thurlday, August 26, 2010 S:S.9 Ncm.mr.--------------------. 
fo: 5k old.ll Brld et A CIV DLA OA·AO• ){ } 

Drldg.,'t, 
The followl11g is offered as J·3's response to the subject draft report. 

RecOl!l11~ndation l P · 3) 
Fin•lize and lmple.'l*nt tho fo'.OA between the OLA, US/\F, and DTRA that d<l(uments the procoss fol" 
handling and transforring fl\IRM, 

(!»'tlElll: J·J concurs. lhe HOA h being aggressively worked, Eto is Sep 30. 

Recoornendation 2 {J·3) 
lmplem<:nt the DI.A HllRM Instruction that estobU,ho~ roles and respoosibilities for procedures 
identified in the HOA between OLA, USAF, and DlRA for the Miinagement of f/i/RM. 

<~an: l·l concurs and rec~nds dosur~. Dl.A UISfRUOIOfl lSOl (lllttlM 
Hanagement) was posted Apr 4, 2010, 

Rot°"""'"dation 3 (J-3) 
Reference th" "joint AF /DIA checklist" in the finalize<! DLA Instruction on HWI!~ Management. 

CO."lo!EJIT: J·3 concurs. A reference to the joint AF/OLA Hl!RH induction checklht will be 
lncludod during the first annual revision of th1> instruction. 

Reconmendation 8 (J·3) 
Develop and implement a OLA llHRM record ""'ll•g.,,.•nt policy that requires the retention of all 
supporting dornmentation for 11'.IRll actions as noted in the Red Team Report, recomnendation 14. 

CO.'\'!EllT: J-3 concurs. J-3 will coordinate with J-1 to •nsur" records managoment policy is 
updated. 
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UFl-EN~:;I~ I .OGl~HIC!; AGENCY 
I IF1\POIJJ\IHI il~; 

U/;~!1.J()Jtl'J .J. i<lf.J.GMJ\N i~OAlJ 
l'Oll r fll.1.VOfH. VU?CINlt\ 7:?f}ti.O .-i-:)~) t 

•·~·to 01.A lnlonnnlion Opernlions, New Cumberland 

MEMORANDUM FOR DLA OA 

Sf;P ?, 0 1.0IO 

SIJU)l!C:I': lilltc1prisc /\11dit RcllllCll 10 N"ckJr \\'C'ajlllllS Rdatcd Matcrilll, DACM0·07 

Allachment 
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H Mt\S P. MICl113LL1 
1!:1e<:11livc l>kcclor, Enterprise Solutions 
DLA lnfounalion Operations 
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DLA l11forma1ion 011cra1lons 
Managcmenl Commcnls 

/\lluchmcll! l 

·rhc l>l.i\·Acco11nt.1\ilc Office (DAO) H11tcrpri$C Audit flelntcJ to N11clear Wc~pons Rcfalcd 
Malcriel (NWltM), Audil Roipon: DAO·I0·07, Jttly 26, 2010, tef~r<ncc Pit· 17, pu1~. 2, Q111:ry 
M1111agc11i.:nl F'acllity, ~•ates "J.6N ltad rcsca11:htJ a r1odu<1 calk:d Arc:Slghl; howo:v..T, 1hat wai. 
111ovkling JllOJc of n Syskms >.-fo11u11cmc1111'acilhics (SMF) type lo; which inc:lmlcs acllons 
lfO~kcd by l1$.:f II>, but II t)otatli.illy i11tl11dcd too 111uch itd;lltfo11nl infunnallon (or 1·6N to 
t3p111n!a00 anl\lyzc." 

The following clori];iftiJEruvidcd, DLA lnfoin1a1ion Opc1111ious, Now Crnub~rlanJ 
rcrform~ reu.uch I f;ys1en1 Mn~~ll"nlel•I l';wilil SM • mid u~r Mui h1r. The 
as-smml oflhcso tools 0de 11i1 1 ' 1 

1·1ic following ls pro\'idcd in r<spnnso IO Iii~ L>LA·DA Rm.•mmcnJatiC111s: 

DA ·n.ccOm.it~ndatlon 
Audit RGporl: DA0-10-07 

s1&11;8(;r i:$t1niatc:i1 
Coffedlvc Complellon 

llecommcndallon 9: 
llruur~ Iha! lJSAI' J)S.<; 

accounls arc crcaled in 
a•corda11(C wilh lhe DLA 
DistrllrnllonSyslem Al'C<>s• 
Polley and Procedure. 

The USAF b r~s1>Qi\slblc for creaUiiii 
DSS n,-.;uunl• for lhc OSS s~~mlalone 
cople• l111plcmentoo in June/July 

Action _ _,__~D~·'~le _ __. 
Complii1e· N/ A 

2010. USA~ DSS ac(.ounls 
P~l:1hlt•hNl un DLA DSS coples ~"' 
approved a11d routed In ncroro.lance 
wlth DLA l)istrlbutlon Sy$1Clll 

_,,-.,,--,,---+:::A=c~'· Policynnd P~r.11:'.i!!.~ ... --1-----4----
ll~ommendallon lO: TheUSl\Pst~nda Ill'( of S Compll'IC N/A 
lrnplcmmt a separ.ite copy 
ol DSS tor USAF to mano1g~ 
NWRM. 

n .. 4:ommmcla1lm11i:-- · 
Obi.in nnJ lmplenuml a 
•yill.imlt il\ltllt tool lo 
("a11111r<~ nnd archivl! QMI' 
change~. 

nJunl! , 
~10, f<'Sp«tlvdy. . _ ·- __ _ 
Col\cur with l!!!cnt. Aialy~is led 10 ·open 
pilot otf(b)f7}(E} _ Query 
Monllor L• (llUCntly begb1 nllli:tl'\l In 
caplur<' QMF activity. Query 
MonUor Is an inlcdni solullon until a 
wmprchcnslvenudlt tool!' hi plftcc. 
Query Monitor was acllvatcd at the 

____ i..=cD::::ci::::ei:.:o••:::.e Enlc1prlse Computing 

DLA Information Opcr.itions, Management Comments, August 19, 2010. 
Reference: D/\0-10-07 
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a nlirll'•h• 
results and 

I
' acllon Oct 

. 2010. 
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Uero1nm.,nd.tllo11 ·121 
l\£1er lmplcm~nli\lion of Ille 
syslcl\\ic tool, ens11rn lhcrc 
Is a muni1orinr, and rnvirw 
process In place to n\Oll!tor 
!he QMF <h~ngc.q, 

The following Mm1agcn1cnl Comnmlls m¢ prnvidcd In rc.s11onsc to the rlA re<:ommcndatfo11 
reganting tho R<:d Team Rc1w11: 

Corzccllvc AtliDIL• DA Management Comment$ 
Takrn and l\e'sulls lt<?commcndation' 

wc~cr 

1'-~---~~~~~.~~=..._,,,...IJfl*\l-Lw"'as~-11<'1 nblc Ill 
lt>411hc 
bn1>l~11ienlilllo11 of 
lhe uptlaletl 
'""'PIA!e'. 

DLA Information Operations, Managellll!llt Conummts, August 19, 2010. 
Rcforcnc<!: Di\0-10·07 
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